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ABSTRACT 

Introduction 

Sentinel node biopsy (SNB), which limits axillary surgery to nodes immediately 
draining the breast-tumor area, was introduced for reduction of postoperative 
arm morbidity in breast cancer (BC) patients not needing complete axillary lymph 
node dissection (ALND). Concentration on selected sentinel nodes (SNs) enables 
detailed	histopathologic	 assessment.	This	 led	 to	 identification	of	deposits	of	<	
2	mm	size	(micrometastases)	or	 isolated	tumor	cells	(ITC)	≤	0.2	mm	in	size,	of	
questionable	metastatic	nature	and	of	contradictory	prognostic	significance.	The	
aim was to investigate the malignant potential of micrometastases and ITC by 
several histopathologic methods, as no direct marker exists for malignant, invasive 
potential; and to predict the risk for additional nonsentinel node (NSN) metastases. 

Methods 

All 1 074 BCs and corresponding SN metastases came from a prospective database 
established for SN investigations at the Breast Surgery Unit of Helsinki University 
Central	Hospital.	Slides	for	the	review	and	the	paraffin-embedded	BCs	and	SN	
metastases for immunohistochemistry (IHC) came from the archives of the 
Department of Pathology, University of Helsinki / HUSLAB. All analyses were made 
by comparison of the primary tumor (PT) and the corresponding SN metastases, 
including macrometastases (>2 mm in size), and micrometastases and ITCs.

We reviewed 400 SNs for false-negative and 73 ITCs for false-positive SN 
metastases	and	their	correct	classification,	analyzing	tumor	cell	dissemination	by	
preoperative diagnostic needling possibly inducing ITC. Morphometric comparison 
between 95 PTs and metastases followed. The 95 cases were stained for the tumor-
suppressor metastasis tumor antigen-1 (MTA-1) to compare its expression in PT 
and metastasis pairs.

Human	epidermal	growth	factor	receptor	2	(HER-2)	amplification,	as	analyzed	
by chromogenic in situ hybridization (CISH), is unlikely to exist in benign cells. We 
evaluated	the	concordance	of	29	HER-2	amplified	and	36	non-amplified	PTs	in	
their metastases, and added clinical prognostic markers, like estrogen receptor (ER) 
and progesterone receptor (PR). The chemokine receptors CXCR4, and CCR7, and 
the tumor-suppressors Maspin and FOXP3 are linked to more aggressive tumor 
behavior.	Fifty-two	BCs	was	separated	by	Ki-67	≤	14%	(IHC)	to	classify	them	into	
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luminal A and B subtypes. Comparison of the PTs and their SN metastases was 
by their immunohistochemic CXCR4-, CCR7-, Maspin-, and FOXP3-expression.  

In Studies I and II statistical analyses were descriptive. Comparison of the impact 
of needling procedures in Study I on ITC prevalence and expression of chemokine 
receptors / tumor-suppressors in Study III was by Chi-square test (SPSS).

Analysis of the prevalence and risk factors for NSN metastases in Study IV 
involved 484 patients with SN micrometastases and ITC. Univariate analysis 
for NSN metastasis- associated factors was by Chi-square- and Mann-Whitney 
U-tests, and a logistic regression analysis with the stepwise backward-method 
was	calculated	for	variables	with	final	predictive	value.	Based	on	these	results,	a	
nomogram was created for estimation of the risk of NSN metastases in patients 
with SN micrometastases and ITC. 

Results 

Among 73 ITCs we found 4 false-positive cases and 7 false-negative SN metastases 
in	400	cases	without	metastasis	(pN0).	Five	ITCs	we	reclassified	as	micrometastases.	
In morphometric analysis ITCs clearly showed similar malignant characteristics 
with their PTs.  ITC prevalence was unrelated to the percutaneous biopsy methods 
used for BC diagnosis. 

Concordance of ER, PR, and HER-2 expression between PTs and ITCs was 
high. No differences appeared between ITC and larger metastases when compared 
between	the	PTs	and	metastases.	HER-2	remained	amplified	in	the	metastases	
including the 3 cases with ITC.

MTA-1	expression	did	not	significantly	differentiate	between	benign	cells,	PTs,	
and metastases. No difference amerged in CXCR4 expression between luminal 
BCs and corresponding SN metastases. CCR7 expression was similar to that in 
earlier studies; combined CXCR4 and CCR7 seemed to suggest more aggressive 
disease.	In	Maspin,	the	findings	merely	reflected	its	tumor-suppressor	function,	and	
FOXP3-positive tumors showed some tendency toward more aggressive features. 
The expressions of CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin, and FOXP3 in all sizes of metastases 
were similar.

Factors associated with NSN metastases in patients with SN micrometastases 
and SN ITC were larger tumor size and multifocality. Earlier nomograms have 
included lymphovascular invasion (LVI); sole analysis by hematoxylin-eosin (HE) 
in this study may have underestimated their prevalence. The nomogram seems 
-however, clinically easy to apply.
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Conclusion

In the light of these studies, ITCs seem to represent malignant cells like micro- 
and	macrometases,	but	 their	 invasive	 character	 cannot	be	 confirmed	by	 these	
investigations. The expression of factors associated with invasion, metastasis, and 
poorer survival were expressed in ITCs as in their larger counterparts equally and 
seem to show connections with factors that may be associated with circulating 
tumor cells or tumor dormancy.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In breast cancer (BC), still the most important prognostic factor is axillary lymph 
node (LN) status (Punglia et al. 2007).  It guides adjuvant treatment, as also do 
the	hormone	receptor	(HR)-profile,	and	human	epidermal	growth	factor	receptor	
2 (HER-2) expression in the primary tumor (PT). Axillary LN status has been 
investigated since the late nineties by sentinel node biopsy (SNB). The SNB is a 
feasible and accurate method for axillary staging (Veronesi et al. 2006, Krag et al. 
2010), one associated with less morbidity than from axillary lymph node dissection 
(ALND)	(Mansel	et	al.	2006).	SNB	reduces	axillary	surgery	to	the	first	draining	nodes	
to receive lymph from the tumor. ALND is restricted to patients with metastases in 
the sentinel nodes (SN), and is also performed when axillary metastases are already 
preoperatively detected, making SNB unnecessary. 

The limited number of SNs enables more thorough histopathological examination 
than when all nodes are collected from axillary dissection. For this purpose, LNs 
were halved, embedded in toto for histopathology, even serially sectioned and if 
negative in HE later even stained for immunohistochemistry (IHC) with cytokeratin 
antibodies (Giuliano et al. 1994, Veronesi et al. 2003). As a consequence, smaller 
metastases called micrometastases and isolated tumor cells (ITC) were detectable. 
The prognostic potential of ITC was debated and still remains controversial (Cox 
et al. 2008, de Boer et al. 2009, Leidenius et al. 2010, Meattini et al. 2014a).

Over a longer time span, about 30% of patients with early BC will relapse 
(EBCTG 2005); distant metastatic disease occurs in 30% without initial axillary 
LN metastases, but 30% of patients with axillary LN metastases experience no 
recurrence. Currently, thanks to modern adjuvant treatment, the rates of local and 
axillary recurrence are about 2-3 % or even less (Krag et al. 2010, Giuliano et al. 
2011). De novo or secondary resistance to endocrine therapy appears in 60% of 
patients (EBCTG 2005), similarly as 40% of HER-2-positive BCs show primary 
or	acquired	resistance	to	the	monoclonal	specific	antibody	therapy	against	HER-
2, trastuzumab (Thery et al. 2014). The suspected reasons for therapy resistance 
accelerated the investigation of prognostic factors such as estrogen receptor (ER), 
progesterone receptor (PR), and HER-2 in metastases. Concordant expression in PT 
and metastases was long believed to prevail (Santinelli et al. 2008), but discordance 
discovered between PT and metastases is of therapeutic and thus also of prognostic 
relevance (Simmons et al. 2009). 

Discordance rates vary depending on whether the metastasis is synchronous 
or metachronous, and whether the recurrence is regional or distant. Basically, as 
regards regional synchronous LN metastases (Aitken et al. 2010, Lindström et 
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al. 2012, Dieci et al. 2013) variation in ER / PR expression has been larger than 
in HER-2.  The concordance in ER, PR and HER-2 between PTs and regional 
synchronous metastases has been high, but in regional metachronous recurrences 
and distant metastases lower (Lindström et al. 2012, Dieci et al. 2013).  Synchronous 
SN	metastases	collected	in	the	same	procedure	as	the	PT,	and	fixed	under	the	same	
conditions seem appropriate to investigate the characteristics of small metastases 
by comparison between benign epithelia, PTs, and different-sized SN metastases. 
Comparisons were carried out on several levels: by morphometry, ER-, PR-, and 
HER-2 analysis, and analysis of several factors related to various mechanisms of 
metastatic dissemination (MTA-1, CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin and FOXP3).
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2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1 EPIDEMIOLOGY, RISK FACTORS, AND PROGNOSIS  
 OF BREAST CANCER

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women, accounting for 1.67 million 
new cases / year and responsible for 522 000 deaths / year (Ferlay et al. 2015). 
Worldwide BC is responsive for 29% of the new cancer cases and for 14% of the 
cancer related deaths in women (Siegel et al. 2013). In 2014 5 008 new BCs were 
diagnosed in Finland and 815 patients died of BC (Finnish cancer registry, www.
cancer.fi).	Finland´s	one-year	survival	rate	in	2014	was	98%	and	5-year	survival	91%	
(Finnish	cancer	registry,	www.cancer.fi),	see	Figures	1	and	2.	The	incidence	is	rising	
based on demographic factors, such as overall BC awareness, but especially based on 
screening mammography. On the other hand, the mortality has diminished (about 
800-900	women	/	year),	based	on	earlier	detection	and	more	efficient	treatment.	
Annually, 20-30 men in Finland (0.5-1%) are diagnosed with BC (Finnish cancer 
registry,	www.cancer.fi).	For	BC	risk	factors,	see	Table	1.	

Genetic factors are involved in 5-10% of all BC cases, including mainly germ-
line mutations on susceptibility genes like BRCA type 1 and 2, which in Finland 
are responsible for 20% of these cases (Kuusisto et al. 2011). Analysis of breast 
cancer gene 1 / 2 (BRCA1 / 2) -negative hereditary-BC patients revealed 13% other 
known BC-susceptibility genes, largely based on checkpoint kinase 2 (CHEK2) 
mutations (Kuusisto et al 2011). In BRCA1, the lifetime risk for cancer is estimated 
at 60-80%, including its onset 20 years earlier than in the population in general 
(Palacios et al. 2008). BRCA1-related cancers are more often triple negative BC 
(TNB, meaning HR-negative and HER-2-negative), more often tumor protein p53 
(Tp53) -positive, and they present with a higher grade. In a study on hereditary BC, 
especially younger age, PR negativity, and higher grade, but not ER negativity was 
evident, between BRCA1 and non-BRCA1 / 2 carriers in Finland (Eerola et al. 2005). 
BRCA 2 mutations are more usual in Finland (Syrjäkoski et al. 2004). BRCA2 is 
less connected to HR negativity than is BRCA1, but it shows higher prevalence in 
lobular / tubulolobular histology. A raised risk for breast cancer in men is present 
among BRCA2 carriers (Syrjäkoski et al. 2004). PALB 2 (partner and localizer for 
BRCA2) is needed for the regulation of BRCA2; in Finland PALB 2 mutations occur 
in 1% of the BC patients (Heikkinen et al. 2009). This mutation raises the risk for 
BC before age 70 by 40% (Heikkinen et al.2009). Mutations in BRCA-interacting 
protein C- terminal helicase 1 (BRIP1) and DNA-repair protein RAD50 genes are 
rare in Finland (Kuusisto et al. 2011). 
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Further genetic factors include high-risk susceptibility genes involved in DNA 
reparation, such as Tp53 (Li Fraumeni syndrome), phosphatase and tensin gene 
(PTEN) (Cowden syndrome), serine / threonine kinase STK-11 (Peutz-Jeghers 
syndrome) and E-cadherin gene (CDH1) (Apostolou and Fostira 2013). A low to 
moderately elevated risk results from mutations in CHEK2, in transforming growth 
factor-beta	(TGF-β),	in	the	ataxia-teleangiectasia	mutated	gene	(ATM)	and	from	
apoptosis-related caspase 8 (CASP8) (Palacios et al. 2008). In a third of the familial 
cases, the genetic background remains unknown to date, as the heredity is assumed 
to	be	polygenic	and	more	complex,	and	influenced	by	further	factors,	such	as	the	
environment (Apostolou and Fostira et al. 2013). 

Figure 1: Incidence of new breast cancer cases in 
Finnish women; with the future estimate as dotted  
extensions (Finnish Cancer Registry, 2009)

Figure 2: Age-adjusted mortality rates of women 
with the eight most usual cancers in Finland from 
1950-2009, including dotted extensions for future 
estimation (Finnish Cancer Registry, 2009)
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Table 1: Main factors elevating the risk for invasive breast cancer 
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Table 1: Main factors elevating the risk for invasive breast cancer  

Risk factor Details 

Higher age  

Female gender  

Positive family history two immediate family members 

High endogenous estrogen exposure early menarche 

late menopause 

low parity, no breastfeeding 

Exogenous estrogen exposure longstanding hormone replacement therapy  

High socioeconomic status  

High intake of saturated fat lack of exercise 

Genetic factors see text above 
Modified from National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines, http://www.nccn.org/professionals/ physician_gls/pdf/breast_risk.pdf 

Modified from National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines, http://www.nccn.org/professionals/ 
physician_gls/pdf/breast_risk.pdf

2.2 BREAST CANCER TREATMENT AND RECURRENCE 

Breast cancer surgery implies breast conservation surgery, meaning complete 
tumor resection with a healthy-tissue margin or complete mastectomy. Breast-
conservative surgery is followed by whole-breast radiotherapy (RT) (Rao et al. 
2013). Breast -conservative surgery and mastectomy are regarded equal in respect 
to survival (Fisher et al. 2002, Veronesi et al. 2002). Mastectomy is preferred often 
for large, multifocal or multicentric tumors not limited to one quadrant (Kaufmann 
et al. 2010), and always when the cosmetic result might be unsatisfying by breast 
conservation. Mastectomy is also performed if postoperative RT is contraindicated 
due to earlier high-dose RT (Kaufmann et al. 2010). In locally recurrent BC after 
previous resection, the recommendation is usually mastectomy. 

Systemic treatment is based on histologic analysis of the primary tumor type, 
size, and grade, and Ki-67, as well as the IHC for hormone receptor (HR) and 
HER-2 status. HR status drives the prescription of antihormonal treatment, with 
individual adjustment according to age, menopausal status, tumor biology, and 
axillary tumor burden (Coates et al. 2015), see Table 2. 

BC recurrence and mortality rates have been reduced by a third with 5-year 
adjuvant endocrine hormone therapy (HT), like antiestrogen or aromatase inhibitor 
therapy independently of chemotherapy (CT) (EBCTCG 2011). Unfortunately, 
overall only 50% of patients with ER-positive tumors respond to hormone treatment 
(Rakha et al. 2010a). For the double-positive, ER-, and PR-positive BCs hormonal 
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therapy response can be expected at 75-85%, and in double-negative, ER-, and PR-
negative BCs, less than 10% of patients respond (Rakha et al. 2010a).

Table 2: Impact of estrogen- and progesterone receptors (ER and PR), and HER-2 expression, tumor grade, 
and size of the primary tumor, and of proliferative activity (Ki-67) on systemic therapy in early breast cancer

20 
 

Table 2: Impact of estrogen- and progesterone receptors (ER and PR), and HER-2 expression, tumor grade, 
and size of the primary tumor, and of proliferative activity (Ki-67) on systemic therapy in early breast cancer 

Receptor status Therapy Additive factors Ki-67 

ER and PR +,HER-2 - HT, individually CT grade, size, LN+ <14% 

ER +,PR ?, HER-2  - HT and CT grade, size, LN+ >14% 

ER +, PR ?, HER-2 + HT and anti-HER-2  any Ki-67 

ER and PR -, HER-2 + CT and anti-HER-2  any Ki-67 

ER,PR, and HER - CT limit 1% ER any Ki-67 

+= positive and - = negative, HT=Hormone therapy (antiestrogen / aromatase inhibitors), CT=chemotherapy, 
LN+= lymph node metastases 

 

Treatment selection in BC relies on patient age, performance status, and previous 

diseases and their medication. Adjuvant treatment selection is based on the PT 

characteristics, see table 2.  In Finland, adjuvant treatment is recommended, when the risk 

for recurrence in 10 years of follow-up is at least 10% (Huovinen et al. 2015). Patients with 

triple-negative tumors are recommended CT, made up of anthracycline, and taxane, 

possibly platinum for patients with a BRCA mutation. In patients with strong HR 

expression, and low Ki-67, the effect of CT is expected to be low; therefore the 

recommendation is only endocrine therapy (Coates et al. 2015). This should be adapted to 

patient age, and axillary tumor burden, as younger patients with HR-positive HER-2-

negative disease with heavy axillary tumor burden can have the advantage of adjuvant CT. 

Patients with node-negative early BC will experience recurrent disease after the initial 

diagnosis, and treatment at a rate of 30% (EBCTCG 2005). HR-negative BC types tend to 

recur during the first 5 years after diagnosis (Metzger-Filho et al. 2013), and HER-2-

positive BCs (before trastuzumab era) than do HR-positive, HER-2-negative BCs. The BC-

free intervals are longer for HR-positive luminal tumors, divided into luminal A, and B by 

+= positive and - = negative, HT=Hormone therapy (antiestrogen / aromatase inhibitors), CT=chemotherapy, 
LN+= lymph node metastases

Treatment selection in BC relies on patient age, performance status, and previous 
diseases and their medication. Adjuvant treatment selection is based on the PT 
characteristics, see table 2.  In Finland, adjuvant treatment is recommended, when 
the risk for recurrence in 10 years of follow-up is at least 10% (Huovinen et al. 
2015). Patients with triple-negative tumors are recommended CT, made up of 
anthracycline, and taxane, possibly platinum for patients with a BRCA mutation. 
In patients with strong HR expression, and low Ki-67, the effect of CT is expected 
to be low; therefore the recommendation is only endocrine therapy (Coates et al. 
2015). This should be adapted to patient age, and axillary tumor burden, as younger 
patients with HR-positive HER-2-negative disease with heavy axillary tumor burden 
can have the advantage of adjuvant CT.

Patients with node-negative early BC will experience recurrent disease after 
the initial diagnosis, and treatment at a rate of 30% (EBCTCG 2005). HR-negative 
BC	types	tend	to	recur	during	the	first	5	years	after	diagnosis	(Metzger-Filho	et	
al. 2013), and HER-2-positive BCs (before trastuzumab era), earlier than do HR-
positive, HER-2-negative BCs. The BC-free intervals are longer for HR-positive 
luminal tumors, divided into luminal A, and B by Ki-67 >14%. HER-2-positive and 
TNBCs,	and	luminal	B	cancers	had	higher	rates	of	first	recurrence	to	the	bone	than	
did other subtypes (Metzger-Filho et al. 2013). 
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2.3 PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN BREAST CANCER

2.3.1 Tumor-associated factors 

2.3.1.1 Primary tumor size 

Tumor	size	is	included	in	the	first	part	of	the	pathologic-anatomic-tumor,	lymph-
node,	 and	metastasis	 (TNM)	 classification	 indicating	 stage	 of	 disease.	 In	 the	
mammography era, smaller and smaller tumors are detected earlier (Mook et al. 
2011). Tumor size is a predictor of local recurrence, of regional spread to LNs, and of 
distant metastasis, and based on these to survival (Mohammed et al. 2007). Tumor 
grade is often superior to tumor size in estimating tumor behavior; however, as 
highly proliferating BCs are often large at detection, and more pleomorphic, they 
combine	the	influence	of	tumor	size,	and	grade	(Rakha et al. 2010a). 

2.3.1.2 Histological type

Breast tumors are derived from the terminal duct lobular unit (TDLU). They divide 
into in situ, and after growing through the basal membrane, the invasive carcinoma. 
Microinvasion	 is	 defined	 as	 invasion	 <	 1	mm	 in	 size	 through	 this	 basement	
membrane.	See	the	histological	classification	in	Table	3.

Table 3: Histological types of invasive breast cancer 
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Table 3: Histological types of invasive breast cancer  

Histological type of carcinoma  Prevalence (%) 

Ductal   65-80% 

Lobular  5-15% 

Mucinous   2% 

Medullary   1-2% 

Papillary   1% 

Metaplastic   <1% 

Neuroendocrine   <1% 

Apocrine   <1% 

Mixed   5% 

Uncommon types of carcinoma  very rare 

Based on data from Lakhani, eds., WHO Classification of Tumors of the Breast 4th edition, 2012 

 

Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a non-invasive form often found in histological analysis 

of calcifications detectable in mammography. It is classified by cell size in three grades 

from atypical large, to medium, to small cells. The different DCIS types are classified by 

WHO by their formation of round, monotonous arches, and extra lumens into cribriform, 

solid, papillary, and micropapillary patterns. Central necrosis (comedo type) DCIS 

represents the most aggressive type.  

The term “lobular neoplasia”, including atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH), and lobular 

carcinoma in situ (LCIS), is the lobular counterpart of in situ carcinoma involving the whole 

lobule, but also showing an intact myoepithelial layer. Both are neoplasias, but the amount 

of involvement in the individual TDLU defines whether it is LCIS or ALH (Lakhani, eds., 

2012). If more than half of the TDLU-acini in one lobular unit are involved, the diagnosis 

recommended is LCIS. Lobular neoplasia is composed of atypical, round cell nests with 

Based on data from Lakhani, eds., WHO Classification of Tumors of the Breast 4th edition, 2012
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Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a non-invasive form often found in histological 
analysis	of	calcifications	detectable	 in	mammography.	It	 is	classified	by	cell	size	
in three grades from atypical large, to medium, to small cells. The different DCIS 
types	are	classified	by	WHO	by	their	formation	of	round,	monotonous	arches,	and	
extra lumens into cribriform, solid, papillary, and micropapillary patterns. Central 
necrosis (comedo type) DCIS represents the most aggressive type. 

The term “lobular neoplasia”, including atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH), and 
lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS), is the lobular counterpart of in situ carcinoma 
involving the whole lobule, but also showing an intact myoepithelial layer. Both are 
neoplasias,	but	the	amount	of	involvement	in	the	individual	TDLU	defines	whether	
it is LCIS or ALH (Lakhani, eds., 2012). If more than half of the TDLU-acini in one 
lobular unit are involved, the diagnosis recommended is LCIS. Lobular neoplasia is 
composed of atypical, round cell nests with very monotonous round conglomerates 
of dyscohesive cells, which also often stain e-cadherin-negative in contrast to cells 
in normal ductal epithelia and DCIS. LCIS warrants surveillance, as the risk for 
development of invasive carcinoma cannot be diminished by resection, and the risk 
simultaneously involves both breasts (Mc Cart Reed et al. 2015). 

2.3.1.3 Tumor grade 

Tumor grade is a synthesis of the histologic semi-quantitative estimation of tubular 
/	gland	arrangement,	nuclear	pleomorphism,	and	mitotic	figures	in	the	tumor	area	
by normal HE staining (Elston and Ellis 1991). The grading system of Elston and 
Ellis, when applied correctly, is accurate and validated, and correlates tumor grade 
with subsequent prognosis (Rakha et al. 2010b); the method is preferred by the 
WHO	(Lakhani,	eds.,	2012).	Its	grade	classification	 is	based	on	three	grades	of	
differentiation, in which each of the three aspects (gland formation / pleomorphy 
and mitoses) are judged on three levels depending on whether the feature presents 
to a slight (1), a moderate (2), or a marked degree (3). This is done on normal HE 
slides of the tumor in light microscopy, with mitoses counted in 10 high-power 
fields	(HPF),	with	specimens	including	only	clear	mitotic	figures.	

The features are summed up to a grade that results from the counts:  3-5 
resembling	 low	grade,	6-7	points	 intermediate	grade,	and	finally	8-9	points	as	
high grade. 

2.3.1.4 Lymphovascular invasion 

Lymphovascular invasion (LVI) is	defined	by	 tumor	 cell	 conglomerations	 in	a	
lymphatic or a vascular space estimated at the periphery of a tumor (Arnahout-
Alkarain et al. 2007).	LVI	is	significantly	associated	with	LN	metastases	(Goldhirsch	
et al. 2006), local recurrence, and development of distant metastasis, as well as 
worse disease-free survival (DFS), and overall survival (OS) (Mohammed et al. 
2007). LVI prevails in 30-46% of LN-positive patients (Mohammed et al. 2007). On 
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the other hand, 8-20% of cases with pathologically negative LNs have also shown 
LVI (de Mascarel et al. 2002, Viale et al. 2005). 

The difference between lymphovascular invasion and perivascular invasion (PVI) 
is seldom clearly differentiated (Goldhirsch et al. 2005). Colleoni et al. 2007 and 
van	der	Auwera	et	al.	2006	consider	PVI	to	be	a	reflector	of	tumor	dissemination	
to both axillary LN, and distant metastatic sites. Overall, PVI is less prevalent in 
BC than is LVI (Van den Eynden et al. 2006). Supposing both phenomena to be a 
single entity, their prevalence should merely be equal, but PVI presents clearly less 
often than LVI, judged by both focus size, and number of foci (Van den Eynden 
et al.	2006).	Normally,	LVI	is	assessed	at	the	tumor	border	with	HE,	but	specific	
endothelium can be determined by IHC. There exist also relatively selective markers 
for the lymphatic sinuses, such as LYVE-1, a hyaluronan receptorprotein (Jackson 
2003) and a podoplanin derivate D2-40 (Arnahout-Alkarain et al. 2007). 

2.3.1.5 Axillary lymph nodes 

Axillary LN status analyzed by SNB or by complete ALND is the basis for therapeutic 
decisions, because LN status is still the strongest prognostic factor mediating risk 
for relapse and death from BC (Punglia et al. 2007). 

Screening mammography, overall awareness, and education led to earlier 
detection of smaller tumors. Accordingly, the rate of LN positivity has fallen from 
50-70%	in	the	first	half	of	the	twentieth	century	to	20-30%	(Cotlar	et	al.	2003).	
ALND provides control of axillary disease, and reduces risk for axillary recurrence 
(Kim et al. 2006). However, patients with a negative axilla have no survival or other 
advantage from ALND (Kim et al. 2006, Veronesi et al. 2006, Krag et al. 2010). 
SN	biopsy	was	introduced	to	reduce	arm	morbidity	without	sacrificing	knowledge	
of axillary nodal status. 

2.3.2 Biological factors 

2.3.2.1 Estrogen and progesterone receptors 

Estrogen has several physiological actions, including breast glandular development. 
Steroid target cells possess a special intracellular binding site, the estrogen-
response element on the promoter of estrogen-responsive genes. Binding to the 
receptor induces activation of the transcription for cell proliferation, triggering of 
proliferative genes, or reduction in the activity of apoptosis-initiating genes (Jensen 
et al. 2010). Immunohistochemically, ER is detectable in up to 75% of all BCs 
(Rakha et al. 2010a), and is one of the most important predictive factors in BC. ER 
positivity predicts the response-selective estrogen-receptor modulators (SERMs), 
comprising anti-estrogens such as tamoxifen, raloxifen, or toremifen in pre- and 
perimenopausal women. In postmenopausal women, also aromatase inhibitors, like 
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letrozole, anastrozole or exemestane are used. ER-positive carcinomas are often 
lower grade, associated with good prognostic factors that make them tumors with 
good prognosis. Especially when associated with higher proliferation, the long-term 
outcome is not so favorable (Rakha et al. 2010a). 

The action of the progesterone receptor (PR) is strongly dependent on the 
presence of ER (Weigel and Dowsett 2010), because ER activates PR expression. 
PR is positive in about 50% of BCs (EBCTCG 2011). If ER is positive, then PR is 
positive in 55-65% of cases (EBCTCG 2011), but if ER is negative, PR is positive in 
only 1% of BCs (Viale et al. 2005). 

PR status itself has a prognostic effect; a relative reduction in PR-positivity and 
a	rising	proliferation	index	>14%,	shows	reduced	breast-cancer-specific	survival	
and overall survival (OS) independently of ER status (Cancello et al. 2013). This is 
possibly due to activated crosstalk between ER and growth-factor signaling (EGFR, 
HER-2) (Cancello et al. 2013). 

2.3.2.2 Ki-67

The Ki-67 antigen is a nuclear antigen expressed in proliferative cells, including 
the S, G2, and M phase, except the resting phase (G0) of the cell cycle (Weigel and 
Dowsett 2010). Ki-67 expression is lower in the S, and G1 phases, but peaks in the 
M phase (Yerushalmi et al. 2010). Not all cells expressing Ki-67 progress to mitosis; 
some are apoptotic, and others remain in the G1-G2 phase (Cserni et al. 2014).

The proliferative activity analyzed by IHC-detected Ki-67 expression presents 
prognostic information in terms of overall- and disease-free survival and risk for 
recurrence (Goldhirsch et al. 2009). Problematic is the lack of standardization in 
scoring, leading to inter- and intraobserver variation shown to be substantial (Polley 
et al. 2013). Even by standardized analysis of Ki-67, the clinical relevant cut-off 
values are still evolving. One consensus Ki-67 cut-off value between luminal A and 
B tumors is the 14% proposed by the St Gallen 2011 panelists (Cheang et al. 2009, 
Goldhirsch 2011), but by 2013 the St Gallen panel proposed raising the Ki-67 cut-
off value to 20% (Goldhirsch et al. 2013). 

2.3.2.3 Human epidermal growth factor receptor -2 

Human epidermal growth-factor receptor 2 (HER-2) is a member of the epidermal 
growth- factor receptor (EGFR) family of receptor tyrosine kinases. It is a proto-
oncogene, also called c-erb B2 or HER-2 / neu. HER-2 provides both prognostic 
and predictive value in BC (Wolff et al. 2013) and is overexpressed in 15-20% of BCs 
(Rydén et al. 2009, Hanna et al. 2014). Detection of HER-2 is clinically most often 
done	by	analysis	of	protein	overexpression	by	IHC	or	HER-2	gene	amplification	
with	in	situ	hybridization	by	fluorescent	(FISH),	chromogen	(CISH),	or	silver	(SISH)	
detection	technique	(Hanna	et	al.	2014).	In	order	to	prevent	lack	of	profitable	effect	
or unnecessary exposition to toxic therapy (Wolff et al. 2013), it is very important 
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to retest a discordant specimen, as several reasons for enhanced HER-signal count 
exist.	Chromosome	17	polysomy	can	be	distinguished	from	true	amplification	by	
the chromosomal (centromere) enumeration probe 17 (Hanna et al. 2014).  The 
discordancy	may	also	be	the	result	of	fixation	differences,	previous	low	volume	core-
needle biopsy (CNB), discordance between PT and recurrence, or distant metastasis. 

Both	 cell	 growth	 rate	 and	 survival	 are	modified	 by	 downstream	 pathways	
activated	after	phosphorylation	of	two	intracellular-specific	tyrosine	residues	on	
the HER-2 molecule. These include mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and 
phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) (Roy et al. 2009).

In BC, HER-2 is independently associated with poor prognosis and worse 
survival. The HER-2 effect is mediated mainly by enhanced tumor invasion and 
higher grade, achieved by increased proliferation and cell motility, accelerated 
angiogenesis, and therefore greater metastastic potential (Slamon et al. 2011), and 
more frequent steroid-hormone independence expressed through HR-negativity 
(Rakha et al. 2010a). Unlike other BCs, HER-2-positive BC is often resistant to 
(cyclophosphamid-	methotrexate-5-fluorouracil)	CMF-based	CT,	but	is	sensitive	to	
anthracyclines (Pritchard et al. 2006). Docetaxel was more effective than vinorelbine, 
improving recurrence-free survival in women with early BC (Joensuu et al. 2006).  
HER-2 can be targeted by a monoclonal antibody (trastuzumab, Herceptin®), and 
this therapy has substantially improved the outcome of patients with HER-2-positive 
tumors	(Weigel	and	Dowsett	2010).	In	the	FinHer	-	study,	women	with	an	ampilified	
HER-2 gene, even on a short-course trastuzumab concomitantly with docetaxel / 
vinorelbine improved in recurrence-free survival (Joensuu et al. 2006).

2.3.2.4 Molecular subtype

In terms of histologic morphology, patterns of dissemination, response to therapy, 
and outcome, BC is a very heterogenous disease. Originally the complementary 
(cDNA) microarray-based gene-expression profiling revealed five intrinsic 
subtypes of BCs (Perou and Sørlie, 2000). Goldhirsch et al. 2011 established an 
IHC-based	classification	as	a	surrogate	marker	for	the	molecular	subtyping	of	BC.	
The	classification	is	mainly	based	on	differences	between	HR	and	HER-2,	chosen	
to adapt the molecular subtype to daily clinical work without molecular methods 
requiring special equipment. Molecular subtype also determines tumor behavior 
and the location of distant metastases (Kennecke et al. 2010, Sihto et al. 2011).

ER-positive cancers constitute the luminal subtype, expressing, apart from ER, 
also luminal keratines, namely cytokeratins 8 and 18. Opposed to this, is the non-
luminal group of tumors, comprising the more heterogenous groups of basal-like 
BCs, the HER-2 enriched subtype (Prat and Perou 2011), see Table 4. The existence 
of	a	fifth	group,	called	the	normal-like	breast	subtype	is	debated,	as	the	microarray	
method is criticised for including possibly interfering stromal cells and normal 
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epithelia skewing the results, best mirrored by the unclear status of ER expression 
analysis (Weigel and Dowsett 2010, Prat and Perou 2011). 

Later,	these	five	subtypes	were	extended	by	addition	of	less	common	subtypes	
such as the molecular apocrine, interferon-rich and claudin-low subtypes (Colombo 
et al. 2011), see Table 4. 

Table 4: Frequency, and special features of the breast cancers according to molecular subtype
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Later, these five subtypes were extended by addition of less common subtypes such as 

the molecular apocrine, interferon-rich and claudin-low subtypes (Colombo et al. 2011), 

see Table 4.  

Table 4: Frequency, and special features of the breast cancers according to molecular subtype 

Subtype  Frequency Special features 

Luminal A / B 50-70% ER+ and Ki-67 <14% /  >14% 

Luminal C 10-20% ER+HER-2+ 

Basal-like 10-20% 70-80%TNBC1) (10% HR+), 

BRCA12), Ck 5/6, Ck14 and 17, 

p53 

Normal breast-like 5-10% ER- 

HER-2-enriched 10-15% ER-, HER-2+ 

Molecular apocrine 0.5-4% AR+ 

Interferon 1-5% better outcome than TNBC 

Claudin-low 7-14% mesenchymal and SC features3) 

1) Rakha and Ellis IO, 2009  

2) Kreike et al. 2007  

3) stem cell 

 

ER-positive luminal tumors, divided by their proliferative activity characterized by Ki-67 

<14% into luminal A and Ki-67> 14% into luminal B subtypes, reveal divergent outcomes 

(Cheang et al. 2009). Despite this, HR expression is also often lower in luminal B tumors. 

The earlier luminal B classification, consisting of ER-positive and HER-2-positive tumors 

becomes luminal C (Table 4). 

Chromosomal gains and losses are most frequent in basal-like tumors, but DNA 

amplifications occur, especially in 10-20% of luminal HER-2-positive BC (Bergamaschi et 

1) Rakha and Ellis IO, 2009 

2) Kreike et al. 2007 

3) stem cell

ER-positive luminal tumors, divided by their proliferative activity characterized by 
Ki-67	<14%	into	luminal	A	and	Ki-67>	14%	into	luminal	B	subtypes,	reveal	divergent	
outcomes (Cheang et al. 2009). Despite this, HR expression is also often lower in 
luminal	B	tumors.	The	earlier	 luminal	B	classification,	consisting	of	ER-positive	
and HER-2-positive tumors becomes luminal C (Table 4).

Chromosomal gains and losses are most frequent in basal-like tumors, but 
DNA	amplifications	occur,	especially	 in	10-20%	of	 luminal	HER-2-positive	BC	
(Bergamaschi et al. 2006). On the other hand, the majority of these tumors are 
still genetically closer to the non-basal-like phenotype (Prat and Perou 2011).  

Basal-like breast tumors are aggressive, expressing basal, high-molecular weight 
cytokeratins, such as cytokeratin 5 / 6, cytokeratins 14 and 17, p53, and high Ki-67 
(Badve et al. 2011). Thirty-percent of the basal-like tumors are not ER-, PR-, and 
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HER-2-negative, but 70% represent the classic TNBCs (Prat and Perou 2011). The 
prognosis of triple-negative tumors is worse than for luminal and HER-positive 
carcinomas, since hormonal treatment and trastuzumab are ineffective. 

The Claudin-low BC subtype has higher proliferative activity than do luminal, and 
normal -like BCs, but not one as high as in basal-like tumors. Claudin-low tumors 
express the luminal keratins cytokeratin 8 and 18, GATA -binding transcription-
factor (GATA 3), and they often are HER-2-negative (Prat and Perou et al. 2011). 
On the other hand, the claudin-low group includes immunogenic clusters with B 
and T cell proteins and also includes epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT)-
inducing	transcription	factors	like	snail	family	zink	finger	1	(SNAI-1)	and	e-cadherin,	
implying	looser	epithelial	cohesion.	These	lead	to	a	fibroblast-like	appearance	with	
mesenchymal protein expression such as expression of N-cadherin, and vimentin 
(Prat and Perou et al. 2011). This probably enhances the acquisition of a CD44+ / 
CD24- / low-stem-cell-antigenic phenotype. No overall survival difference exists 
between claudin-low and the luminal B, HER-2-enriched, or the basal subtypes 
(Prat and Perou 2011).

2.4 BREAST CANCER METASTASES

Metastasic	dissemination	 is	defined	as	 invasion	of	malignant	 cells	outside	 the	
primary tumor by several non-random and highly organized steps (Nathanson 
et al. 2009). A requirement for metastasis is the loss of tumor-cell adhesion by 
detachment of cell-to-cell contacts and invasion of malignant cells into the vascular 
space, a lymphatic or blood vessel, by a process called intravasation (Yagi et al. 2011). 

Treatment of metastases is the critical step in modern oncology, due to the 
complexity	of	malignant	transformation	and	problems	in	identification	of	universal	
mechanisms between cancers (Kochetkova et al. 2009). Some 90% of BC deaths are 
due to distant metastatic relapse after treatment of distant / local disease (Mukherjee 
et al. 2009). Mortality is attributable to the presence of distant metastases and not 
to the original characteristics of the PTs (Valastyan and Weinberg 2011). Axillary 
LN metastases are not considered lethal. Of all early BC patients, distant metastases 
will later in life arise in 20-30% (Demicheli et al. 2010). Use of adjuvant systemic 
therapy in connection with primary operation reduces the risk for recurrence and 
risk for BC death.

On the other hand, the number of cells that succeed in establishing metastases 
at distant sites are few. Of cells entering the systemic circulation, less than 0.01% of 
tumor cells will proceed to macroscopic metastases (Valastyan and Weinberg 2011). 
LN	metastases	can	therefore	be	understood	as	indicators	for	the	PT´s	metastatic	
potential, but LN metastases do not dominate metastatic spread (Sleeman and 
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Thiele 2009). They serve however, as the most potent prognostic factors of BC 
patient survival (Sleeman and Thiele 2009).

2.4.1 The process of metastasis

Back in 1889, Paget created a cancer theory based on observations with the idea 
of	 certain	clones	 (seeds)	 influenced	by	 specific	 interactions	finding	 the	perfect	
microenvironment (soil) that supplied the cells with the factors necessary for further 
growth (Paget S 1989). The two main theories of the metastatic process are the 
linear and the parallel models. The linear model implies dissemination that occurs 
after an advanced clone has evolved later in the primary lesion (Valastyan and 
Weinberg 2011).The parallel model, in contrast, implies that tumors are capable 
of metastasizing from the very beginning of their evolution (Punglia et al. 2007, 
Valastyan and Weinberg 2011). Tumor drivers are mutations driving the metastatic 
process	itself,	but	there	are	many	mutations	with	more	unspecific	inherent	mutations	
(passing-by	mutations),	without	 any	 specific	 effect	 on	 the	metastatic	 process.	
Uncertainty prevails on the exact differentiation of tumor drivers from passing-by 
mutations (Eccles et al. 2007). 

The metastatic tumor cells encounter several problems during their journey 
in the circulation. First, tumor cells must detach from their cell-to-cell contacts, 
survive the shear stress of the blood stream and handle immune actions directed 
against	them	(Mueller	et	al.	2001).	Metastasizing	to	specific	sites	 is	understood	
originally to relate to processes like the homing of peripheral lymphocytes in 
peripheral lymphoid tissues (Balkwill 2004). The term was overtaken to the similar 
procedure of tumor cells traveling to LNs or to distant metastatic sites attracted by 
chemokine receptors (Balkwill et al. 2004). These sites express similar chemokine 
receptors	responsible	for	individual	attraction	of	specific	cancer	cells,	explaining	
organotropism,	the	specific	pattern	of	metastases	of	different	cancers	to	specific	
organs (Balkwill et al. 2004).

Normally, cells detached from their extracellular matrix (ECM) undergo 
anoikis, an induced-apoptosis program starting as a result of loss of cell-to-cell 
communication (Kochetkova et al. 2009). Some molecules can assist in avoiding 
anoikis	in	free-floating	cancer	cells,	such	as	CXCR4	and	CCR7	in	circulating	tumor	
cells (Kochetkova et al. 2009).

In order to establish metastasis at a distant site, surviving cells must adhere 
to endothelial cells and exit from the bloodstream into surrounding tissue again 
by extravasation (Valastyan and Weinberg 2011). This process must proceed by 
adaptation to the new microenvironment and angiogenesis in order to survive and 
restart proliferation as a sign of established metastasis (Mukherjee and Zhao 2013). 
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Figure 3: The process of metastasis into the lymph nodes and to distant sites

Left side: The more passive drainage into the LNs. Right side: The invasive penetration of a blood-vessel wall 
connected with EMT, depicted by the distorted morphology of the cells at the blood vessel wall and inside it.

2.4.2 Hematogeneous and lymphatic metastases 
It is unclear whether systemic metastasis occurs only through direct blood-vessel 
invasion or whether LNs even act as a gateway to blood-vessel dissemination of 
tumor cells (Nathanson et al. 2009, Christiansen and Detmar 2011). The LNs may 
serve only as indicators for the risk for distant metastasis (Nathanson et al. 2009, 
Sleeman and Thiele 2009).
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Lymphatic invasion is regarded as a precondition for metastasis into LNs in BC 
(Gajdos	et	al.	1999),	whereas	blood-vessel	invasion	is	often	defined	as	necessary	
for systemic metastasis (Nathanson et al. 2009). In an analysis of the effect of LVI 
on	systemic	metastasis,	Nathanson	and	colleagues	reported	LVI	as	significantly	
predicting systemic metastasis, but only if local LNs are metastatic. Systemic 
circulation can be achieved by more peripheral lymphocapillary invasion, passage 
through peripheral lymphatic trunks and regional nodes, and through larger 
lymphatic trunks again to lymphovenous anastomoses (Nathanson et al. 2006). 

Lymphatic metastasis was long believed to be a completely passive draining 
process, penetration of lymph assisted by lack of intraendothelial tight junctions and 
missing basement membrane (Bockhorn et al. 2007), and elevated tumor turgor 
(Stacker et al. 2002) causing slit-like dehiscence of lymphatic endothelial cells. On 
the other hand, not all disseminated cells are necessarily viable (Bockhorn et al. 
2007). Despite the passive drainage to the LN with less shear stress than in the 
systemic circulation (Bockhorn et al. 2007), the process of invasion into the nodal 
parenchyma can be regarded as proliferation in a new environment to form the 
metastasis (Weigelt et al. 2005). 
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2.4.3 Distant, hematogeneous metastases

Systemic metastasis precludes proteolysis for invasion into parenchymal tissue, 
adhesion to endothelial cells by adhesion-receptor activation, and directed migration 
of tumor cells. Details of the process of gaining access to the blood capillaries are still 
unclear.	Bone-	marrow	micrometastases	have	been	identified	despite	the	absence	
of LN metastases in 20-40% of BCs (Pantel et al. 1999). Systemic metastases are 
reported to be rare in the presence of LVI without LN metastases (Nathanson et 
al. 2009). 

In BC, the most common sites for distant metastases are bone (70%), liver (54%) 
and lung (31%) (Savci-Heijink et al. 2015). Organotropism shows characteristic 
differences between BC types mainly in the context of HR and HER-2 expression 
(Sihto et al. 2011, St Romain et al. 2012, Savci-Heijink et al. 2015). Positive ER-
status has correlated positively with bone metastases, even in luminal-B-type BC, 
and expression of e-cadherin and ck14 with visceral metastases (Savci-Heijink et 
al. 2015). 

2.4.4 Regional, lymphatic metastases

Risk factors for SN and nonsentinel node (NSN) metastases are similar (Viale et 
al. 2005). Enhanced risk for LN metastases depends on additional factors related 
to size of the SN metastases, their number, and the relation of positive SN to the 
number of nodes investigated (Chu et al. 1999, Goyal et al. 2004). Therefore the 
basic criteria for estimating the risk for LN metastases have mostly remained the 
same regardless of the introduction of SNB, see Table 5. 
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Table 5: Comparison of independent risk factors for lymph node metastases in the pre-sentinel node 
biopsy and sentinel node biopsy eras
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Factors  Pre-SNB era SNB era 

Young age Gann et al. 1999, Gajdos et al. 1999 Viale et al. 2005, Bevilacqua et 

al. 2007 

Tumor palpability Olivotto et al. 1998  

Multifocality Andrea et al. 2004 

 

Viale et al. 2005, Bevilacqua et 

al. 2007, Patani et al. 2009 

Tumor size Gajdos et al. 1999, Olivotto et al. 1998 Viale et al. 2005, Bevilacqua et 

al. 2007, Patani et al. 2009, 

Veronesi 2010  

Histologic type Gann et al. 1999, Olivotto et al. 1998 Viale et al. 2005, Bevilacqua et 

al. 2007  

Tumor grade  Patani et al. 2009 

Lymphovascular invasion Olivotto et al. 1998, Gann et al. 1999, 

Gajdos et al. 1999 

Viale et al. 2005, Bevilacqua et 

al. 2007, Patani et al. 2009 , 

Veronesi 2010 

Hormone receptor status Gajdos et al. 1999, Gann et al. 1999 Viale et al. 20051), Bevilacqua et 

al. 2007, Patani et al. 2009 

Proliferative activity  Viale et al. 2005 

Tumor location  Bevilacqua et al. 2007 

1) Only lack of progesterone receptor 

 

2.4.4.1 Sentinel nodes  

The SN is defined as the first LN to receive lymphatic drainage from the tumor area. SNB 

is a standard procedure in early BC that has replaced diagnostic ALND since the late 

nineties. The false-negative rate of SNB means the proportion of patients with negative 

1) Only lack of progesterone receptor

2.4.4.1 Sentinel nodes 

The	SN	is	defined	as	the	first	LN	to	receive	lymphatic	drainage	from	the	tumor	area.	
SNB is a standard procedure in early BC that has replaced diagnostic ALND since 
the late nineties. The false-negative rate of SNB means the proportion of patients 
with negative SNs, but with metastases in back-up ALND. In a meta-analysis of 
69 studies, the rate of false-negative analyses in SNBs averaged 8.4% (Lyman et 
al. 2005). 

The risk for arm morbidity caused by SNB is markedly lower than with ALND 
(Veronesi et al. 2003, Rönkä et al. 2005, Mansel et al. 2006). Movement restriction 
was dominant in both SNB- and ALND groups at one month, but returned to 
preoperative baseline values after one year, and numbness resolved from 9% 
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after SNB vs 30% in ALND initially, to 6% in SNB 20% in ALND during one year 
(Mansel et al. 2006). In the same cohort of patients with SNB only, 5% suffered 
from	lymphedema	one	year	after	surgery,	significantly	less	than	the	13%	in	those	
patients with ALND (Mansel et al. 2006). In a large, prospective study, Meretoja 
et al. (2014) report that 65.5% of patients experienced mild or moderate pain one 
year after surgery, whereas severe pain was reported by 3.7%. In the same study 
ALND	was	significantly	associated	with	more	pain	one	year	after	surgery	when	
compared to pain in SNB only (Meretoja et al. 2014). 

The recurrence rate in the axilla is, after negative SNB, about 1-5%; if the SNB 
was negative, performing ALND did not provide survival advantage, but only added 
to the negative consequences of arm morbidity (Krag et al. 2010, Veronesi et al. 
2010). SNB is not performed in patients with axillary LN metastases detected by 
axillary ultrasound (US) before surgery. The SNB procedure is explained in detail 
in materials and methods section. 

2.4.4.2 Sentinel node histopathology 

In SNB investigation, focus on only a limited number of nodes led to enthusiasm to 
detect even the smallest metastatic foci. Intraoperative assessment of SN metastases, 
including imprint cytology or frozen section (FS) analysis, enables immediate ALND 
in	patients	with	SN	metastases.	Another	possibility	 is	primary	formalin	fixation	
and later analysis of the SN. Both alternatives can be combined with IHC. The 
histopathological assessment of SNs is still not standardized (Cserni et al. 2004a), 
however, resulting in many different procedures for SN analysis, and thus limiting 
comparison between studies (Bleiweiss et al. 2006).

Intraoperative analysis can be performed by imprint cytology preparations or by 
freezing tissue with liquid nitrogen, called frozen section (FS). Some investigators 
have feared FS to be associated with low sensitivity, wasting tissue, and freezing 
artefacts. In a questionnaire among 240 European pathology laboratories, 
intraoperative SN assessment was not in use in 40% of those laboratories (Cserni 
et al. 2004a).

In contrast, imprint cytology is time-sparing, easy to apply, cost-effective, causes 
no freezing artefacts, and does not mean reduced tissue for later analysis (Tew 
et al. 2005). However, the lack of lesion measurement and the lower sensitivity, 
especially regarding smaller metastases has been critized. Sensitivities like 81% for 
macrometastases, but only 22% for micrometastases, were reported in one meta-
analysis (Tew et al. 2005).

The sensitivity of FS has been higher than for imprint cytology (van Diest et 
al.1999a). FS is a relatively time-consuming and cost-intensive technique, requiring 
a specially trained pathologist and generally demanding more laboratory personnel. 
According to one meta-analysis, for FS the mean sensitivity is 73% with a mean 
specificity	of	100%.	For	detection	of	macrometastases,	 the	mean	sensitivity	was	
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94%, and 40% for micrometastases / ITC. The variation in sensitivity is based on 
SN-processing differences (Liu et al. 2011).

Various FS methods include serial sectioning of the complete node into 50-
250 µm sections, departing from the practice of halving the node and processing 
one half or both in FS; this method is very time-consuming and preserves no SN 
material for permanent sections afterwards. From 25-50% of the material will 
be lost in regular complete FS analysis (van Diesta et al. 1999). Macrodissection 
describes a macroscopic step-sectioning of the SN into 1.5-2 mm slices, providing 
more sections per slide, theoretically preventing the missing of any macrometastases 
and revealing more of the sinus - the preferred location for smaller metastases (Jaffer 
et al. 2014). In 240 European laboratories macrodissection was for 64% the most 
used method for SN analysis (Cserni et al. 2004a). The levels of serial sectioning 
and the resultant number of sections were not reported in detail by the laboratories 
to the study investigators, but ranged between 50 and 250 µm.  Compromise is 
necessary, as rising numbers of sections with immunohistochemistry also prolong 
operating time, apart from elevated time- and personnel requirements. Analysis 
of completely sectioned material on permanent sections is even impossible in a 
clinical routine. 

Thorough histopathological evaluation results in detection of numerally more, 
but essentially smaller metastases (Cserni et al. 2004a). This phenomenon is called 
upstaging (Cserni et al. 1999).  Investigations of the prognostic importance of small 
metastases have again been hampered by the large variation in the detection methods 
due to non-standardization and small study sample sizes (de Boer et al. 2009). 

The	false-negative	cases	defined	as	metastases	found	in	ALND	after	negative	SN	
analysis	are	a	function	of	tumor	size,	and	are	influenced	by	the	number	of	sections	
(Bleiweiss et al. 2006). To prevent false-negative interpretation intraoperatively and 
to	find	the	smallest	foci,	intraoperative	fast	cytokeratin	IHC	staining	was	introduced.	
The reason was that the size of the metastasis is proportional to its probability of 
being found in SN analysis (Cserni et al. 2004a). This effect is vital, especially in 
lobular carcinoma (Leikola et al. 2005). In the questionnaire by Cserni et al. (2004a), 
intraoperative assessment of SN metastases took place in 60% of the institutions 
in 240 European laboratories. Among these institutions 10% applied IHC, but IHC 
use was clearly more frequent in PS analysis after no metastasis was found by HE.  

As an alternative to IHC, molecular methods based on polymerase chain reaction 
techniques, such as quantitative PCR and a newer method called one-step nucleic 
acid	amplification	(OSNA)	can	be	performed	for	SN	analysis.	OSNA	is	based	on	
reverse	transcription	analysis	of	the	amplification	of	isothermal	loop-mediated	DNA	
of cytokeratin 19 expressed by most BCs. It provides a real-time quantitative estimate 
of the metastatic volume in a median 43 minutes (Klingler et al. 2013), dependent 
on the total number of SNs. The major obstacle is the destruction of the SN during 
the OSNA-procedure, preventing any histological analysis needed for differentiation 
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of benign epithelial inclusions or diagnosis of extracapsular metastasis extension 
(ECE).

SN	analysis	of	permanent	sections	requires	time	for	tissue	fixation	in	formalin,	
paraffin	embedding,	and	analysis,	often	completed	by	IHC	cytokeratin	analysis.	
At some step of the procedure about 70% of the 240 European laboratories have 
applied IHC at one (37%) or at several (63%) section-levels in HE-negative SNs 
(Cserni et al. 2004a). Depending on national and local guidelines, especially when 
SN macrometastases are found in permanent section, ALND may be required in 
a second operation. On the other hand, SN analysis on permanent section means 
less tissue loss, no extra personnel, and the same costs as for normal histologic 
sections, apart from possible extra IHC. 

2.4.4.3 Nonsentinel node metastases

The gold standard since introduction of the SNB has been the completion of the 
ALND in cases with positive SNs to eradicate any additional disease in the axilla, 
thus indicated. These axillary metastases harvested in ALND apart from the SNs 
are called nonsentinel node (NSN) metastases.  SNB has revealed that in 40-60% 
of patients, the SN is the only node to contain metastasis (Krag et al. 2010, van la 
Parra et al. 2011). Therefore the aim of investigations into factors predicting NSN 
metastases	has	been	identification	of	patients	who	benefit	from	ALND.	In	patients	
with micrometastases and ITCs, additional NSN metastases exist in 10-15% of cases 
(Cserni et al. 2004b, Leidenius et al. 2005, van Deurzen et al. 2008). For established 
risk factors for NSN metastases, see Table 6.

Risk for NSN metastases is also related to the method of SN metastasis detection, 
as most of the IHC-detected metastases are ITC and micrometastases (Cserni et al. 
2004b). Studies performing ALND only on selected patients with micrometastases 
and macrometastases cannot be compared to studies performing ALND on all SN 
metastases, since the relative tumor burden is very different. The number of NSN 
metastases will be greater for the macro / micrometastases than for ITC (Cserni et 
al. 2004b). In a meta-analysis of NSN metastases after SN micrometastases and 
SN ITCs, differences start with neglected reporting of inclusion / exclusion criteria, 
no reporting of whether ALND was performed in patients with ITC, missing data 
regarding sentinel protocol details like slide numbers or section-interval depths, 
and use of IHC (van Deurzen et al. 2008). They further remark that the generally 
less extensive analysis of NSNs might underestimate NSN volume; they complain 
that exact sizes for NSN metastases are seldom reported (van Deurzen et al. 2008).  

Essential for investigating risk for NSN metastases is the method chosen for 
SN detection (Cserni et al. 2004b, van la Parra et al. 2011) as a surrogate for SN 
metastasis size (van la Parra et al. 2009). The meta-analysis by van la Parra found 
that the most predictive factors for NSN metastases are the method of detection, 
size	of	SN	metastasis	and	extracapsular	extension	(ECE).	In	addition,	significant	
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predictive factors are the number of negative and positive SNs, and their ratio, as 
well as tumor size and LVI (van la Parra et al. 2011). 

Table 6: Risk factors for nonsentinel node metastases after a positive sentinel node biopsy in univariate 
and multivariate analysis 
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Table 6: Risk factors for nonsentinel node metastases after a positive sentinel node biopsy in univariate and 

multivariate analysis  

 Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis 

Patient age  X3 

Size of the PT X2,4 X1-5 

Tumor palpability   

Tumor multifocality  X1,3,4,5 

Tumor histology  X1,5 

Tumor grade X4 X1,5 

Estrogen receptor status  X1,3 

Ki-67   

HER-2 status   

Lymphovascular invasion (LVI) X4 X1,2,4,5 

SN metastasis-detection method  X1, 3 

SN metastasis size X2 X2,3 

Extracapsular extension (ECE)  X2,3 

Total number of SN+ and SN-  X1,3 

data from 1Van Zee et al. 2003, 2Hwang et al. 2003, 3Degnim et al. 2005, 4Houvenaeghel et al. 2009, 
5Tvedskov et al. 2014  

 

data from 1Van Zee et al. 2003, 2Hwang et al. 2003, 3Degnim et al. 2005, 4Houvenaeghel et al. 2009, 
5Tvedskov et al. 2014 

2.4.4.4 Influence of sentinel node metastasis size on nonsentinel node 
status 

The UICC / American Joint Committee on Cancer in its 7th edition recommendations 
defines	the	largest	focus	of	metastases	as	macrometastasis	(pN1)	if	their	size	is	>	2	
mm,	as	micrometastasis	(pN1mi)	when	between	≤	2	mm	and	>0.2	mm	and	as	ITC	
if	≤	0.2	mm.	The	ITC	definition	was	later	refined:	if	the	cells	are	largely	dispersed,	
and	the	number	of	tumor	cells	<	200,	they	are	defined	as	ITC	(Edge	et	al.	2010,	
Sobin	et	al.	2010).	ITC	is	further	defined	as	a	focus	normally	deficient	in	proliferative	
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activity, including lack of stromal reaction and penetration into any vascular or 
lymphatic sinus wall (Singletary et al. 2003, Sobin et al. 2010). 

A strong predictive factor for NSN metastases is the size of the SN metastatic 
deposit. The 2008 meta-analysis of 29 studies by van Deurzen and colleagues 
of NSN metastases found a pooled overall risk for 12% in SN ITC vs 63% in 
SN macrometastases (van Deurzen et al. 2008). However, the method of SN 
metastasis detection was not relevant, and they reasoned that the variation in ITC 
interpretation to produce this heterogeneity in the analysis. In the AMAROS trial, 
Straver et al. in 2010 reported ALND to reveal NSN involvement in 41% when SNB 
detected a macrometastasis. NSN involvement appeared in 18% if there was a SN 
micrometastasis, and 18% also if SN ITC was detectable.  

2.4.4.5 Impact of isolated tumor cells on recurrence and survival 

Disease-free	survival	is	defined	as	the	time	from	primary	BC	surgery	to	the	first	
recurrence or distant metastasis, and overall survival as the time from primary 
surgery to death from BC or another cause.  

Meattini et al. (2014a) investigated the survival effect of axillary tumor burden 
during a median follow-up of 8.5 years, comparing 1040 patients, who were either SN 
negative or had ITC, micro- or macrometastases in their SNs. SN tumor burden was 
a	significant	predictor	of	disease-free	survival	(DFS)	and	overall	survival	(OS),	but	
showed no difference in outcome between SN negativity and ITC or micrometastases. 
Postoperative adjuvant systemic therapy was applied in 84% of patients, though 
62% of the tumors were not palpable and were diagnosed by mammography. Even 
if 76% received HT only, prescriptions for CT alone (11%) and combined HT and 
CT (13%) were high. Adjuvant CT was even given to 16% without SN metastases 
(N0)	(Meattini	et	al.	2014a).	These	figures	may	have	 influenced	results	 further,	
whereas ALND was performed in only 16% of patients, not further differentiated 
according to SN-metastasis size. 

Hansen et al. (2009) investigated SN metastases found only by IHC cytokeratin, 
and applied adjuvant systemic therapy to 90% of 790 patients with metastases 
and to 66% of N0 patients. The 8-year DFS and OS were equal, irrespective of the 
size of smaller SN metastases, compared to N0 patients. In macrometastases, the 
difference	was	significant	with	an	8-year	DFS	of	82%	and	OS	of	88%.	These	patients	
with macrometastases received adjuvant HT in 44% of cases, the rest received it 
combined with CT, or CT alone (21%). In N0 11% received CT alone or CT combined 
with HT, vs 27% in ITC and 35% in micrometastases. ALND was performed for 
32% with N0, 80% with ITC, and 87% with micrometastases (Hansen et al. 2009). 

A prospective study by Leidenius et al. with 1 390 patients with pT1 tumors 
without neoadjuvant therapy reported 63 cases with SN ITC. In its median follow-
up of 55 months, no differences emerged in recurrence-free or OS between the 63 
patients	with	SN	ITCs	and	the	868	with	N0	in	the	SNB.	A	significant	difference	
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appeared in occurrence of distant metastases. In that study, the impact of ITC on 
outcome seemed less important than were conventional prognostic factors like high 
histological grade, negative HR status, and high cell-proliferation rate. ALND was 
performed in all 63 cases with ITC in the SN to enhance examination quality in 
regard	to	investigating	prognostic	significance.	Those	patients	more	often	received	
systemic adjuvant therapy than did N0 patients; the authors state that without more 
frequent systemic therapy, the outcome of their patients with ITC might have been 
adverse (Leidenius et al. 2010). 

A large retrospective study (MIRROR) investigated the impact of adjuvant 
systemic therapy comparing 856 N0 patients, and 994 receiving adjuvant systemic 
therapy, and 856 patients without adjuvant systemic therapy (de Boer et al. 2009). 
The 856 patients with micrometastases (n= 343) and ITC (n=513), versus 994 
patients with micrometastases (n=689) and ITC (n=306). Each group included 
about 30% mastectomies, and ALND was performed for half of each group. The 5 
-year-	DFS	in	patients	without	systemic	therapy	was	significantly	impaired	compared	
to N0 (nearly 10% absolute difference). Likewise, the adjuvant systemic therapy 
led	to	an	almost	10%	absolute	benefit	in	DFS	time.		Clinical	outcome	was	worse	
even in the patients with SN ITC, unless they received systemic adjuvant therapy 
(de Boer et al. 2009).

One systematic review investigated data from 45 studies, including cohort studies 
from the pre-SN era with heterogenous tumors, including only ALND analysis. Most 
of the studies reported on occult metastases derived from further sectioning of LNs 
from ALNDs, and included therefore very variable IHC levels or serial-section levels. 
Further,	the	definitions	of	metastasis	size	were	heterogenous,	including	some	ITCs.	
The	results	showed	that	metastases	<2	mm	were	associated	with	worse	DFS	and	
reduced OS survival in cohort studies (de Boer et al. 2010). The SN studies had 
small sample sizes and short follow-ups. Although some studies reported long-term 
follow-ups over 10 years, information on the use of systematic adjuvant therapy 
was largely lacking. This reduced the reliability for comparisons on therapy impact 
between these studies, apart from the fact, that these techniques changed greatly 
between 1977 and 2008 (de Boer et al. 2010).

Tvedskov et al. report a 6-8 year median follow-up of 2 074 patients with micro 
/ ITC metastases in SNs with ALND 1 870 and 204 without completion of ALND.  
No	significant	difference	appeared	in	axillary	recurrence,	or	 in	OS	between	SNs	
with ITC or micrometastases (Tvedskov et al. 2015). Adjuvant systemic therapy, 
applied for 94% in patients with micrometastases and 76% of patients with ITC, 
included either HT, or CT, or both. The respective rates for ITC were 93% in the 
group with ALND, vs 87% when omitting ALND (Tvedskov et al. 2015). Even RT 
was applied more often in the group with ALND, 69% with ALND vs 47% in the 
group	without	(Tvedskov	et	al.	2015).	Systemic	therapy	was	influenced	by	whether	
ALND was performed, whereas multivariate analysis of factors like tumor size, and 
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grade, or histology, LVI, and HR and co-morbidity showed no difference between 
performance of ALND and omission of ALND (Tvedskov et al. 2015). 

2.4.5 Epithelial cell displacement

ITC have been reported to represent dispersed benign epithelia from papillomas 
detached in a needling procedure (Bleiweiss et al. 2006). A review reporting on 
25 cases with LNs containing cytokeratin-positive cells showed that only 3 of 
these cases did not represent papillary nests with cell features like a concomitant 
intraductal papilloma (Bleiweiss et al. 2006). The same epithelial displacement 
was even detectable in the resected breast specimen at the biopsy site (Bleiweiss 
et al. 2006). Displaced epithelial cells were detectable in the granulation tissue, in 
lymphatic channels, and in ducts adjacent to the PT site (Bleiweiss et al. 2006).

Benign epithelium of presumed embryologic origin occurs in LNs and should 
stain	cytokeratin-positive,	even	some	subsets	of	fibroblastic	or	interstitial	reticulum	
cells can contain keratin material (Carter et al. 2000). Moreover, contamination 
produced by laboratory handling may be a source of single cytokeratin-positive 
cells (Carter et al. 2000). 

Rao et al. 2005 reported pseudometastasis representing keratin material inside 
CD68-positive, epithelial membrane antigen (EMA)-negative macrophages in LNs. 
The cytologic atypia in the cells was mild, the cells deviated morphologically from 
the PT cells (Bleiweiss et al. 2006), and they demonstrated a foamy appearance (Rao 
et al. 2005, Bleiweiss et al. 2006). Even a smear inside the whole sinus unusual for 
metastatic cells is reported (Rao et al. 2005). The cells were EMA -negative, though 
they were positive with several cytokeratins. These cells were also vimentin- and 
S-100-positive, thus differing from epithelial cells. 

Krishnamurthy et al. 2009 describe cytokeratin staining in the dendritic cells 
fainter than is the stronger and uniform cytoplasmic staining of true metastatic 
cancer	 cells.	 In	 some	studies,	 false-positive	SN	findings	have	 turned	out	 to	be	
intracapsular nevi (Van Diest et al. 1999b, Yan et al. 2004). The prevalence of 
nevus	cells	presented	in	earlier	reports	(Ridolfi	et	al.	1977,	Yan	et	al.	2004)	indicates	
a very large variation in their prevalence. 

2.4.6 Tumor heterogeneity

BC is a heterogeneous disease, primarily meaning differences in molecular subtype, 
in histological type, and in expression of prognostic factors, as well as sensitivity to 
different treatments, leading to differing clinical outcomes among BC patients. The 
biological mechanisms explaining these phenomena are similar, but heterogeneity 
among the cells inside one tumor is more relevant for estimation of the behavior 
of a certain tumor. Most tumors initiate from a single cell (Cairns 2015). Clonal 
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diversity in a whole tumor is explained by accumulating mutations originating at 
different	times	during	a	certain	tumor´s	history.	

Diversity exists on several levels even in one tumor. First, diversity exists in 
the clonal meaning, which results from the instability of the tumor genome in 
individual cells. A clone capable of metastasis probably represents a clinically 
more aggressive disease than do the majority of cells in the PT. Comparing gene-
expression	profiles	and	pathways,	Weigelt	et	al.	in	2005	suggested,	metastatic	ability	
instead to be an inherent feature of the PTs, because comparisons between PTs and 
corresponding	LN	metastases	showed	no	significant	universal	differences	at	gene-
level. Genes belonging to extracellular matrix (ECM) interaction, growth-factor 
signaling, immune response, and the cell-cycle, and signal- transduction genes were 
expressed in either PTs or metastases, but not in both. They found no systematic 
genetic patterns convincingly differentiating between genes present systematically 
in all PTs, in PTs only, or in metastases only (Weigelt et al. 2005).  

Secondly, there exists morphological heterogeneity, meaning a phenotypic 
difference in cell groups with relatively similar biological behavior, regarding for 
instance, histologic variation in tumor types. The third meaning of heterogeneity 
is presented in protein expression, because HR- , Ki-67- (Harris et al. 2007), and 
HER-2 expression may vary in one and the same tumor with a similar phenotype 
and genotype. 

The fourth kind of tumor heterogeneity is at the stem-cell stage, in which subsets 
of tumor cells are capable of initiating varying clonal events (Campbell and Polyak 
2007). 

Tumor	heterogeneity	at	 cellular	 level	 is	 further	 influenced	and	modified	by	
the microenvironment of an individual tumor, often basically through the relative 
composition of cellular and extracellular material components. Individual ECM 
components, like endothelia, or collagen, or cellular components like immune cells 
and	fibroblasts	are	always	involved,	but	their	individual	tumor-related	composition	
varies. All these components serve both tumor growth and progression, aside from 
metastatic ability (Egeblad et al. 2010). This process of Darwinian selection also 
evolves	further,	exemplified	by	therapy	resistance	caused	by	the	survival	of	certain	
tumor cells initiating subclones more adapted to changes in their microenvironment 
(Blair et al. 2014). 
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2.5 EXPRESSION OF SELECTED FACTORS IN PRIMARY   
 TUMORS AND METASTASES

2.5.1 Role of expression of biological factors in metastases

2.5.1.1 Estrogen and progesterone receptors and HER-2 expression  
           in metastatic cells

The	axillary	LN	metastases	were	once	believed	to	reflect	the	characteristics	of	the	
PT, according to the linear metastasis theory (Santinelli et al. 2008). For a long 
time, investigations focused on distant, metachronous metastases, such as these 
were	the	metastases	causing	the	therapeutic	problems	and	finally	mortality.	Clinical	
interest in the analysis of biomarker expression arose at regular intervals driven by 
therapy resistance evolving in 50-60% of tumors over the course of time. Action was 
directed at preventing metastatic disease and prolonging survival by individually 
adjusted adjuvant therapy (Simmons et al. 2009). 

In synchronous LN metastases, concordance of ER, and PR status ranges from 
79-90% between the primary tumours and axillary LN metastases (Xu et al. 2002, 
Iguchi et al. 2003, Aitken et al. 2010). However, some studies found no discordance 
between	PT	and	synchronous	LN	metastases	(Carlsson	et	al.	2004,	D´Andrea	et	
al. 2007). 

In investigations of ER and PR expression between PT and asynchronous 
metastatic disease concerning regional axillary recurrence or distant metastases, 
concordance was 68-92% for ER and 50-77% for PR (Liedtke et al. 2009, Aitken 
et al. 2010, Amir et al. 2012, Lindström et al. 2012, Dieci et al.2013). In HER-2 
expression, concordance has been 85-90% (Liedtke et al. 2009, Aitken et al. 2010, 
Amir et al. 2012, Lindström et al. 2012, Dieci et al.2013).  In HR-positive BC patients 
with	concordance	between	PTs	and	metastases	survival	was	significantly	better,	than	
between discordant PTs and metastases. Survival in discordant PT-metastasis - pairs 
was similar to that of HR-negative patients regardless of neoadjuvant or adjuvant 
CT or RT (Liedke et al. 2009).

2.5.2 Role of tumor-suppressors MTA-1, Maspin, and FOXP3  
 in metastases 

2.5.2.1 Metastasis tumor antigen-1 

Metastasis tumor antigen-1 (MTA-1) belongs to the MTA family of proteins acting 
as transcriptional co-regulators in histone deacetylation and nucleosome re-
modulation (Toh and Nicolson 2014). MTA-1 is expressed in both embryonic and 
adult tissues except the testis (Nagaraj et al. 2015), under normal, and pathological 
conditions (Liu et al. 2014a). MTA proteins are functional components of the Mi-2 / 
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NuRD (nucleosome remodeling and histone deacetylase) complex, a major form of 
histone deacetylases (Zhang et al. 2006) linked to transcriptional repression, cellular 
proliferation, and cancer. Nucleosome remodeling complexes are special protein 
complexes	needed	 for	decondensing	DNA,	allowing	enzymatic	modification	 in	
transcriptional regulation processes like acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, 
or ubiquination (Zhang et al. 2009). MTA-1 is involved in anchorage-independence 
of tumor cells, in EMT, in angiogenesis, and metastasis (Toh and Nicolson 2014). 
Overexpression of MTA-1 has been detectable in a variety of human cancers at highly 
different levels (Hofer et al. 2006, Jang et al. 2006, Martin et al. 2006, Deng et al. 
2013, Toh and Nicolson 2014). In cancers overexpressing MTA-1, LN metastases 
are more frequent (Toh and Nicolson 2014). 

In BC, the primary target of the nucleosome remodeling complex (NURD) 
attached	to	MTA-1	(NURD-MTA-1	complex)	is	ER-α	(Mazumdar	et	al.	2001,	Zhang	
et al. 2009). The invasive capacity of BC cells is enhanced by MTA-1 (Mao et al. 2012), 
and MTA-1 expression correlates positively with LN metastases, tumor size, and 
TNM stage (Mao et al. 2012). Mao and coworkers did not analyze MTA-1 in the LNs 
themselves.	MTA-1	is	associated	with	epigenetic	regulation	of	ER-α	expression.	It	
recruits histone deacetylatcyclases (HDACs) by methylation of the estrogen receptor 
1	gene	responsible	for	ER-α	expression	(Kang	et	al.	2014).	The	promoter	of	the	
estrogen receptor 1 gene is silenced by MTA-1-mediated transcription regulation. 
The repression effect of MTA-1 differs between ER-negative and -positive BC (Kang 
et al. 2014). This may contribute to hormone resistance in ER-negative BC, but 
can also be reversed by HDAC-inhibitors in secondarily HR-resistant BC back to 
hormone sensitivity (Kang et al. 2014).

MTA-1 expression has been connected to early disease relapse (Martin et al. 
2006) and enhanced angiogenesis (Moon et al. 2004). The latter is established 
by an increase in the activity of extracellular signal- regulated kinases (ERK) and 
c-JUN N-terminal kinases (JNK) (Pakala et al. 2011), with a further effect on the 
rate of cell proliferation and migration. 

On	the	other	hand,	MTA-1-induced	modification	of	transcription	factors	includes	
signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3), vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF), matrix metalloproteinases -2 (MMP-2) and -9 (MMP-9) 
and twist basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor 1 (Twist 1). Thereby, MTA-1 
enhances the transcription of STAT3, MMP-2 and -9, and Twist 1 (Pakala et al. 
2013), as well as VEGF (Nagaraj et al. 2015) and connects MTA-1 to the invasion 
and metastasis of cancer cells (Mazumdar et al. 2001). This explains the earlier 
findings	connecting	MTA-1	expression	to	ECM	invasion	and	anchorage-independent	
growth (Mazumdar et al. 2001). This repression is dependent on the interaction of 
MTA-1 and histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1). The NURD complex also deacetylates 
non-histone	proteins	like	p53	and	hypoxia	-inducible	factor–α	(HIF-α)	(Moon	et	
al. 2004). Studies on tumor hypoxia reveal that MTA-1-enhanced transcription of 
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HIF-1α	facilitates	tumor	adaptation	to	hypoxia,	and	as	a	coactivator	of	MTA-1/	
HDAC1, it further accelerates angiogenesis (Yoo et al. 2006). 

EMT plays a key role in enhancing cell motility, invasion, metastatic potential 
(Pakala	et	al.	2011).	Transforming	growth	factor-β1	(TGF-β1)	stimulates	MTA-1	
expression	as	an	effector	of	TGF-β1	 in	epithelial	cells	(Pakala	et	al.	2011).	 	This	
process downregulates e-cadherin and promotes invasion (Weng et al. 2013), and 
thereby introduces EMT to BC cells (Pakala et al. 2011). 

MTA-1 upregulation favors oncogenesis by stimulating several further factors. 
These include the rat sarcoma protein family (RAS-), wingless-type mouse 
mammary tumor virus (MMTV) integration site family member 1 (Wnt-1), and 
STAT3-pathways. Oncogenesis is also driven by downstream effectors of the cellular 
myelocytomatosis oncogene (c-Myc)-mediated transformation and antagonization 
of p53 (Sen et al. 2014). 

2.5.2.2 Mammary serine protease inhibitor 

The mammary serine protease inhibitor (Maspin) is a tumor-suppressor of the non-
inhibitory serine protease inhibitor (SERPIN) family, originally found in mammary 
epithelial cells to inhibit cell motility, invasiveness, and metastasis in BC (Zou et 
al. 1994). It reduces angiogenesis (Zhang et al. 2000) and induces apoptosis (Liu 
et al. 2004). Maspin is important in normal mammary-gland development (Sheng 
et al. 1996), and its expression occurs in myoepithelial cells. However, in normal 
secretory epithelia, the situation is unclear, with its expression in benign epithelia 
both denied (Liu et al. 2004) and reported (Zou et al. 1994, Sharma et al. 2011). 
Maspin expression in malignant epithelial cells has later been reported in association 
with various aggressive characteristics (Maass et al. 2002a, Mohsin et al. 2003, 
Umekita et al. 2002 and 2011, Joensuu et al. 2009, Machowska et al. 2014). 

Differences in the tumor aggressiveness mirrored in Maspin expression are 
explained	by	variation	in	Maspin	activity	between	the	cell	types	in	specific	organs,	
their	differing	subcellular	location,	or	epigenetic	modifications	(Berardi	et	al.	2013).	
In prostate-, bladder-, lung-, gastric-, colorectal-, head-and-neck-, and thyroid 
cancer, and in melanoma Maspin is associated with good prognosis; but not in 
pancreas cancer (Berardi et al. 2013). 

In breast epithelium, the better prognosis related to Maspin expression seems to 
depend on the nuclear location of this expression (Berardi et al. 2013). A cytoplasmic 
and extracellular location may disrupt tumor-suppressor function (Triulzi et al. 
2013).  Cytoplasmic Maspin expression has in BC been connected to more aggressive 
features (Umekita et al. 2002, Mohsin et al. 2003, Joensuu et al. 2009). Maspin-
expressing tumors have shorter recurrence-free survival and OS in multivariate 
analysis (Umekita et al. 2002).
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Nuclear location has been proposed to be inherent for the tumor-suppressor 
function of Maspin (Mohsin et al. 2003, Goulet et al. 2011), and to be associated 
with lower proliferation and prolonged survival (Machowska et al. 2014).

Loss of Maspin expression is linked to aberrant methylation of the Maspin 
promoter (Domann et al. 2000, Maass et al. 2002b, Sharma et al. 2011). Aberrant 
cytosine methylation, histone deacetylation, and hetero-chromatinisation - all occur 
on the Maspin promoter (Domann et al. 2000). 

Apart from contradictory reports on the prognostic impact of Maspin, the 
mechanism for Maspin action in cancer cells is still unclear in detail. Analysis of 
Maspin action has shown it to act with serine protease-like enzymes such as histone 
deacetylase 1 (HDAC1), possibly modifying the tumor immune response by several 
different mechanisms like methylation and demethylation - both controlling Maspin 
gene expression (Dzinic et al. 2013). In this process, Maspin expression shifts from 
the nucleus to the cytoplasm, explaining differences in subcellular location and 
tumor-associated consequences of Maspin expression in tumor cells (Dzinic et al. 
2013). Maspin also inhibits the susceptibility of collagen I to proteolytic enzymes 
(Khalkhali-Ellis et al. 2007).

2.5.2.3 Forkhead box protein 3 

The transcription repression factor Forkhead box P3 (FOXP3) was originally found 
to regulate the differentiation and activation of the regulatory T cells (Tregs), by 
binding to DNA and initiating transcriptional repression (Schubert et al. 2001). 
Regulatory T cells (CD4+CD25+Treg) are responsible for immune tolerance and 
suppression of immune activity (Martin et al. 2010). Research on FOXP3 expression 
in cancer has therefore focused on Treg FOXP3 positivity and the subsequent 
immunosuppressive	 lymphocytic	 infiltrate,	with	unfavorable	outcome	in	several	
cancers (Martin et al. 2010), as in BC (Bates et al. 2006). 

In healthy tissue, FOXP3 expression occurs in several different human epithelia 
such as in the breast, lung, ovary, and prostate (Douglass et al. 2012). Expression 
varies depending on the organ, but also varies between normal, and cancerous 
tissues, as well as between subcellular locations. As it is a transcription factor, 
nuclear location of FOXP3 expression is logical, but in BC, cytoplasmic and combined 
nuclear and cytoplasmic expression is reported (Zhang et al. 2015).

FOXP3 is downregulated in BC cells (Zuo et al. 2007a), but the original 
studies on this were performed only on BC-cell lines, not tissue. Whereas the 
immunohistochemical expression in normal BC epithelia is nuclear, expression in 
BC cells is mostly cytoplasmic or a combination of cytoplasmic and nuclear (Ladoire 
et al. 2011), or even entirely nuclear (Merlo et al. 2009). It is unclear whether FOXP3 
has both tumor-suppressing and -promoting effects, which may be dependent on 
the	subcellular	expression	location	or	caused	by	post-transcriptional	modifications	
associated with these actions (Takenaka et al. 2013, Lin et al. 2015). Even somatic 
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FOXP3 mutations may explain its variable subcellular expression (Zuo et al. 2007a, 
Zhang et al. 2015).

FOXP3 is synthesized in the cytoplasm and then actively transported into the 
nucleus (Lopes et al. 2006). Reduced nuclear FOXP3 may represent a possible 
predictive factor for worse BC prognosis and enhanced metastasis (Zhang et al. 
2015). Analyzing survival according to FOXP3 subcellular expression showed 
a similar worse outcome both in cytoplasmic and combined cytoplasmic and 
nuclear FOXP3 expression, such as in FOXP3-negative tumors (Merlo et al. 2009). 
Cytoplasmic FOXP3 demonstrates an independent prognostic factor for poorer 
distant-metastasis-free survival, but not for local recurrence (Merlo et al. 2009).

FOXP3 represents a transcription-repressor of BC oncogenes like HER-2 (Zuo et 
al. 2007a) and S-phase kinase protein 2 (SKP2) (Douglas et al. 2012). FOXP3 has also 
been linked to suppression of BC metastasis to the lung by downregulation of CD44 
(Zhang et al. 2015). Lal et al. in 2013 even reported a correlation between FOXP3 
positivity	 in	 tumor-	 infiltrating	 lymphocytes	and	FOXP3	positivity	 in	epithelial	
tumor cells. They explained this by the physical proximity and cytokine stimulation 
in the tumor environment. Examples for these are interleukin-2 (IL-2), or activator 
protein-1	(AP-1),	nuclear	factor-kappaB	(NF-κB)	or	signal	transducer	and	activator	
of transcription-5 (STAT5) (Lal et al. 2013).  A connection between the expression of 
FOXP3 and CXCR4 is established by Douglass et al. 2012, demonstrating diminished 
nuclear FOXP3 levels in BC samples and BC metastases. Nuclear FOXP3 expression 
occurs in normal ductal epithelial cells that are CXCR4-negative. Using an inherently 
FOXP3-positive cell line, the study group demonstrated the restoration of wildtype-
FOXP3 to restore the chemotactic response of these cells on the CXCR4-ligand 
chemokine C-X-C motif ligand 12 (CXCL12) (Douglass et al. 2012). 

2.5.3 Role of chemokine receptors in metastases 

2.5.3.1 C-X-C- chemokine receptor 4 

The C-X-C-chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) belongs to the G-protein-coupled 
chemokine receptor protein family consisting of chemokine receptors involved 
in	 the	 trafficking	 and	 homeostasis	 of	 immune	 cells	 (Busillo	 2007).	 CXCR4	 is	
essential for embryonic organogenesis, angiogenesis, and hematopoiesis, and acts 
as a chemokine receptor (Busillo 2007). Consequently, CXCR4 is an important 
factor in cancer-cell proliferation, invasion, migration, and metastasis (Salvucci et 
al. 2006). CXCR4 selectively binds its ligand stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SDF-1), 
also called CXCL12. 

Ramos et al. 2011 postulate that reduction of CXCR4 expression in benign 
breast epithelia is derived from CXCR4-gene hypermethylation in normal breast 
epithelia. Cancer progression may lead to demethylation of the CXCR4 promoter, 
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thus causing tumor growth and cell migration. They add that absence of methylation 
correlated with larger tumor size, higher stage, higher LN-status and histological 
grade, increased metastasis and patient death (Ramos et al. 2011). 

In cancer, chemotactic cytokines such as CXCL12 attract cancer cells by docking 
at their chemokine receptor, like CXCR4, which is expressed by the tumor cells. 
A	directed	migration	occurs	towards	specific	sites,	along	with	progressively	higher	
concentrations of CXCL12, expressed especially by LNs, bones, lung, liver and brain, 
which at the same time are the preferential organs for BC metastasis (Mueller et al. 
2001). Initial migration of cells from the primary tumor site through the basement 
membrane requires this CXCR4-CXCL12 interaction. The process is promoted by 
hypoxic	conditions	(Jin	et	al.	2012),	because	HIF-	1α	induces	CXCR4-expression	
(Furusato 2010). 

CXCR4 is capable of stimulating the production of matrix metalloproteinases 
in order to achieve further migration enhancement of tumor cells from the PT 
(Fernandis et al. 2004).  CXCL12 signaling enhances cell adhesion by integrin 
activation (Fernandis et al. 2004). Tumor vessel neoangiogenesis at the primary 
tumor site is stimulated by CXCR4 (Luker and Luker 2006). Oncoproteins like 
rearranged during transfection (RET), which enhances the transformation ability 
of BC cells and can be induced by CXCR4 (Furusato et al. 2010). CXCR4 can drive 
EMT and the further up-regulation of chemokine receptors, and cytokines involved 
in cell migration, lymphatic invasion, and tumor metastasis (Sobolik et al. 2013). 
High CXCR4 expression predisposes especially to bone metastases (Sloan and 
Anderson 2002, Kang et al. 2003). 

CXCR4 has been silenced in an animal model by RNA interference technology to 
impair invasion of BC cells and to block metastasis to the lung (Liang et al. 2005). 
Phosphorylation of the CXCR4 receptor is essential for the positive downstream 
signaling, playing a role in cell proliferation and survival. Positive downstream 
signaling can lead to activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) 
/ extracellular signal- related kinase 1 / 2 (ERK 1 / 2)- pathway, or the activation 
of PI3K and protein kinase B (also called AKT / PKB) (Furusato et al. 2010). 
Increased	levels	of	EGFR	and	activation	of	NF-κB	increase	CXCR4	expression	in	
combination with tumor progression (Furusato et al. 2010). The result is enhanced 
cell proliferation and survival of cancer cells caused by inhibition of apoptosis. The 
detached CXCR4- and CCR7-expressing cells can withstand anoikis (Kochetkova et 
al. 2009), possibly supporting survival of circulating tumor cells. The cytoplasmic 
CXCR4 expression pattern is reported to occur in distant metastases (Zhang et al. 
2014).

The CXCR4 chemokine ligand CXCL12 is a key mediator of the estrogen-
mediated growth effect in ER-positive BC (Hall et al. 2003). CXCL12 enhances 
parameters critical for metastasis like the chemotaxis, chemoinvasion, and adhesive 
properties of the BC cells (Fernandis et al. 2004). Upon CXCL12 stimulation, PI3K 
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is activated and promotes in turn the activation of MMP-2 and MMP-9 (Fernandis 
et al. 2004).

ER promotes direct CXCR4 transcription enhancement (Hall et al. 2003) and 
the	 post-transcriptional	 and	 post-translational	modification	 of	 CXCR4,	which	
is associated with secondary antiestrogen resistance (Boudot et al. 2011). The 
mechanism for this antiestrogen resistance is mediated by increased MAPK signaling 
(Rhodes et al. 2011, Yamashita et al. 2009). On the other hand, the luminal B-type 
BC is connected to mammalian Target Of Rapamycin (mTOR) / ribosomal S-6-
Kinase / (S6K), unlike luminal A BCs (Yanai et al. 2015).

2.5.3.2 C-C chemokine receptor type 7 

C-C chemokine receptor type 7 (CCR7) is a transmembrane G-protein-coupled 
chemokine receptor. It is expressed by subsets of thymocytes, T cells, B cells, and 
dendritic cells, as well as macrophages (Comerford et al. 2013). CCR7 contributes 
essentially to immunity and tolerance by binding to its two ligands: chemokine C-C-
motif ligand 19 (CCL19) and chemokine C-C-motif ligand 21 (CCL21). This binding 
promotes migration and homing of T cells and of antigen-presenting dendritic cells 
to secondary lymphoid organs (Förster et al. 2008). CCR7 is expressed in mature 
dendritic cells and T lymphocytes, as well as especially in the T-cell-rich areas of the 
LNs (Sanchez-Sanchez et al. 2006). CCR7- dependent contacts between dendritic 
cells and T cells are essential for the induction of peripheral tolerance and for 
regulation of immune response of Tregs. Apart from chemotaxis, CCR7 controls 
cytoarchitecture, endocytosis rate, survival, migratory speed, and maturation of 
the dendritic cells (Sanchez-Sanchez et al. 2006). Tregs express FOXP3 and CCR7 
as a requirement for their effective function (Schneider et al. 2007). CCR7 is a 
chemokine receptor involved in migration of activated dendritic cells from the 
peripheral tissues to draining LNs via lymphatic pathways (Pang et al. 2015). In 
nodal metastasis, tumor cells enter the LNs similarly to dendritic cells under normal 
circumstances (Kakinuma et al. 2006), after gaining their migratory potential by 
EMT transformation (Pang et al. 2015).

Apart from BC, CCR7 expression is mentioned in the development of metastases 
in several other cancers, such as lung, esophagus, and gastric carcinomas (Andre 
et al. 2006). In BC, CCR7 is involved in enhanced cell motility, migration, and 
adhesion of cancer cells (Mueller et al. 2001). CCR7 expression in BC tissues 
correlates with lymphatic endothelial cell markers and vascular endothelial growth 
factor C (VEGF-C) expression. Through the CCL21 / CCR7 axis, it regulates VEGF-C 
expression in BC cells (Tutunea-Fatan et al. 2015). 
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3 AIMS OF THE STUDY

1. To review 400 negative SNs and 73 SN ITCs for false-positive and false-negative 
findings	

 To morphometrically compare the PT and SN ITC for evaluation of epithelial 
cell displacement

 
 To search for differences in MTA-1 expression between PT and SN with ITC
 To investigate whether epithelial displacement results from diagnostic needling 

procedures (Study I)

2.		 To	compare	ER,	PR,	and	HER-2	expression	in	HER-2	CISH-amplified	and	
IHC	HER-2-positive	but	not-amplified	PTs	and	their	synchronous	different-	
sized SN metastases in the context of tumor heterogeneity (Study II)

3.  To compare tumor-suppressor expression of Maspin and FOXP3 and 
chemokine receptor expression CXCR4 and CCR7 between the PT and 
different- sized SN metastases (Study III)

4. To evaluate risk for and risk factors for NSN metastases in patients with ITCs 
and SN micrometastastases. To construct a nomogram predicting risk for NSN 
metastases in these patients (Study IV)  
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4 PATIENTS AND METHODS

4.1 PATIENTS AND TUMOR SAMPLES

Between February 2001 and April 2011, 4 900 patients had an SNB at the Breast 
Surgery Unit of Helsinki University Central Hospital, Finland. Studies I-IV concentrate 
on the micrometastases and ITCs in this time-period. A prospectively collected 
database established for investigating the SN technique with consecutive listing 
of all BCs operated on in the unit was applied for case selection. Macrometastases 
represent clearly established metastases. Therefore if micrometastases and ITC are 
malignant, they were expected to express the investigated factors similarly to their 
expression in macrometastases. Consecutive macrometastases from the same time-
period were sought in the database to allow comparisons to the micrometastases 
and ITC.

All micrometastastases and ITC occurring in a given time-period were primarily 
chosen for review. Only those cases, with a complete series of individual FS-, and 
permanent	section	slides,	and	corresponding	paraffin	blocks	were	finally	included.	
Additionally, a positive / negative IHC- performance in the studies had to be 
successful. The material was primarily reduced due to incomplete slide material 
or blocks, and secondarily for several technical reasons, like reduction by serial 
sectioning. As the ITC cases are reduced heavily in serial sectioning, the ITCs were 
steadily cut through, so that no overlap of ITC cases occurred. In the studies, every 
new study had to begin with a new ITC series. 

For Study I, we performed a review of 473 cases (400 N0 and 73 ITC) and a 
separate immunohistochemical analysis of selected 95 cases including also an extra 
21 macrometastases, and 22 micrometastases (originally 25+25 each).  

For Study II, originally 100 cases were randomly chosen, 39 BCs HER-2 CISH-
positive, and 61 HER-2 CISH-negative were selected, of which 65 could be stained. 
This	was	related	to	different	 technical	difficulties.	These	cases	were	all	HER-2-
positive	in	IHC	(2+	and	3+),	but	amplification	in	HER-2	CISH	was	found	in	29	
cases,	and	36	cases	were	not	amplified.	No	metastatic	material	was	analyzable	for	
all three factors: ER, PR, and HER-2 in 9 cases. We reported only those 56 cases 
with results on all three stainings in Study II.

Due to this experience of large tissue loss in serial sectioning, and performance 
of 4 different IHC stains, only ITC exceeding 0.1 mm in size (25 cases) were chosen 
for Study III. Random selection of a consecutive 25 macro- and 25 micrometastases 
for comparison followed. Results were obtained in 52 cases (Study III). 

In Study IV, a consecutive 573 patients with SN micrometastases or ITC during 
that time-period were included, but the nomogram design demanded completed 
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level I to II ALND, leaving 484 cases, as ALND was omitted in 53 excluded patients 
for several reasons (Study IV). 

Table 7: Characteristics of patients and tumors in Studies I-IV 
Percentages are in parentheses for age, and tumor size the median is given, with range in parentheses

65 
 

In Studies I-IV, we applied the definition of metastatic size by Singletary et al. 2003, where 

macrometastases are defined as metastatic deposits when >2 mm in size, and 

micrometastases ≤ 2mm, but >0.2 mm, and ITC when ≤ 0.2 mm. 

 

Table 7: Characteristics of patients and tumors in Studies I-IV  

Percentages are in parentheses for age, and tumor size the median is given, with range in parentheses 

 

 Study I (n=473)1) Study II(n=65)3) Study III (n=52) Study IV (n=484)4) 
Age  58 (24-92) 56 (33-86) 57 (32-90) 59 (30-95) 
Tumor size 14 (1-130) 21 (2,5-40) 16 (7-33) 18 ( 2-140) 
     
Metastases     
Macro 0 42 (64) 22  (43) 0 
Micro     8   (2) 18 (28) 16  (30) 278 (57) 
ITC   68 (14)   5   (8) 14  (27) 206 (43) 
N0 397 (84)    
     
ER-positive 400 (85)2) 48 (74) 52 (100) 435 (90) 
ER-negative  70  (15) 17 (26) 0   49 (10) 
PR-positive 411 (87)2) 33 (51) 47  (90) 340 (70) 
PR-negative   59 (13) 32 (49)   5  (10) 144 (30) 
KI <14% 298 (63) NA 29  (56)   64 (13) 
KI>14% 175 (37) NA 23  (44) 420 (87) 
HER-2-pos. NA  29 (45) 0   55 (12)5) 
HER-2-neg NA  36 (55) 52 402 (88)5) 
     
Grade1  118 (25)2)   8 (12%) 20 (38) 330 (G1+2)(69) 
Grade2 202 (43) 29 (45%) 23 (44)  
Grade3 153 (32) 28 (43%)   9 (18) 154 (31) 
Histology     
DCIS   41 (9)2) 0 0 0 
ductal 250 (53) 43 (66) 41 (79) 309 (63) 
lobular  90  (19) 11 (17)   4   (8)   89 (19) 
other  92  (19) 11 (17)   7 (13)   86 (18) 
     
LVI pos NA NA 14 (27) 117 (24) 
LVI neg NA NA 38 (73) 367 (76) 

1) Study I included the review for 473 patients presented here, for patient data concerning the 95 patients 

with MTA-1 expression analysis on PT and 37 corresponding metastases (see Table 9) 
2) Study I included 40 cases with DCIS, and no ER and PR were routinely performed in 3 of them  
3) Study II results for all 3 markers (ER, PR, and HER-2) were analyzable for N= 56 PT-SN metastasis pairs  
4) Study IV included 484 cases with 278 SN micrometastases and 206 SN ITCs 
5) Study IV included HER-2 analysis of 457 tumors, as they not were available for 27 tumors 

 

 

1) Study I included the review for 473 patients presented here, for patient data concerning the 95 patients 
with MTA-1 expression analysis on PT and 37 corresponding metastases (see Table 9)

2) Study I included 40 cases with DCIS, and no ER and PR were routinely performed in 3 of them 

3) Study II results for all 3 markers (ER, PR, and HER-2) were analyzable for N= 56 PT-SN metastasis pairs 

4) Study IV included 484 cases with 278 SN micrometastases and 206 SN ITCs

5) Study IV included HER-2 analysis of 457 tumors, as they not were available for 27 tumors

Clinical characteristics of the patients in Studies I-IV are presented in Table 7.  
Roman numerals refer to each of the four sub-studies. Cases for Studies I, II, and 
III were reviewed to include clinicopathologic details such as tumor histology, HR 
expression, and HER-2 status. In Study I, both PT and SN of 95 cases were stained 
for MTA-1. In Study II, ER, PR, and HER-2 were stained in the SNs, and HER-2 
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CISH was performed on PTs and SNs. In Study III, the 52 PTs and SN metastases 
were stained for all four: CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin, and FOXP3. Most data in Study 
IV were obtained from clinical pathology reports, but 129 PT were reviewed for 
LVI, including some minor clinicopathologic factors. 

In	Studies	I-IV,	we	applied	the	definition	of	metastatic	size	by	Singletary	et	al.	
2003,	where	macrometastases	are	defined	as	metastatic	deposits	when	>2	mm	in	
size,	and	micrometastases	≤	2mm,	but	>0.2	mm,	and	ITC	when	≤	0.2	mm.

4.2 METHODS

4.2.1 Nuclear morphometry of metastasis in the sentinel node 

Atypia	is	defined	as	variation	in	size	and	form	of	cells,	and	their	nuclei,	hyperchromasia	
of the nuclei, deranged cell architecture, possible loss of normal polarization of the 
nuclei, and enhanced mitotic activity. Nuclear size was measured as the diameter 
with a micrometer 40x lens without computation. The slides were viewed to see 
correlation with the histologic type of tumor and cell architecture in the metastases. 
The	cell	nuclei	in	the	PTs	were	measured	in	10	high-power	fields	looking	separately	
at atypia in the PTs and corresponding metastases, when possible. 

4.2.2 Sentinel node biopsy procedure

Only clinically node-negative patients underwent SNB, so all patients received 
preoperative	axillary	ultrasound,	and	fine-	needle	aspiration	cytology	was	performed	
in those patients with suspicious nodes. Preoperative lymphatic mapping was 
performed with intratumorally or peritumorally injected Tc99m-labelled human 
albumin colloid for lymphoscintigraphy. About 5 minutes before the incision, 1 ml of 
Patent Blue dye (Bleu Patenté V; Laboratoire Geuerbet, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France) 
was injected. All radioactive nodes were searched with a hand-held gamma detector, 
and blue nodes were harvested for pathologic analysis (Krogerus et al. 2004). 

In Helsinki, all SNs arriving in the pathology laboratory are macroscopically 
sectioned perpendicularly to the long axis in 1-1.5 mm slices, freshly snap-frozen 
in liquid nitrogen on a pre-frozen Tissue Tek® OCT ™compound (Sakura Finetec 
Europe B.v., Zouterwoulde, the Netherlands). A touch preparation is made, and 
frozen	step	sections	from	three	levels	were	made:	the	first	and	third	sections	were	
stained with toluidine blue, and the middle section stained with FS cytokeratin with 
Cam 5.2 staining (Beckton-Dickinson Immunohistochemistry Systems, San Jose, 
CA, USA, dilution 1:50) (Krogerus et al. 2004, Leikola et al. 2005). From February 
2004, Cam 5.2 was replaced by a ready-to-use rapid AE1 / AE3 cytokeratin stain 
(Cyto-Nel Ultrarapid, Immuno Diagnostics, Hämeenlinna, Finland).  
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If the SN remained negative in FS, the thawed residual node was formalinized, 
paraffin-embedded,	and	analyzed	in	permanent	section	by	2	HE	sections,	and	AE1	
/ AE3 cytokeratin (Dako Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark; dilution 1:100) routinely. 
If the node contained tumor cells in light microscopy, an ALND followed. After 
halving	of	whole	ALND	nodes,	they	were	embedded	in	paraffin,	and	HE	sections	
were prepared from two levels at a 200 µm distance (Krogerus et al. 2004, Leikola 
et al. 2005). 

Figure 4: Scheme for macro- and microdissection of a sentinel node

The 10 x 6 mm sentinel lymph node to the upper left is macrodissected into 1-1.5 mm slices. 

Touch preparations are made from the slices depicted in the lower row, turned 90° from the cutting plane. 
The rectangle at the upper right represents slice A. The SN here is cut by the microtome in the upper part 
by serial step sections at 300 µm (blue arrow).

The metastases are in different colors; orange is a macrometastasis (> 2 mm) as well as the slightly larger 
light blue metastasis. The light green metastasis is a micrometastasis (≤ 2 mm but >0.2 mm), and the red 
metastasis an ITC (≤ 0.2 mm).

The smaller sections mark hypothethical sections of 150 µm and the white arrow marks a section of 500 µm.

4.2.3 Histology and immunohistochemistry  

In	Studies	I-IV,	4	µm	thick	sections	from	the	paraffin	blocks	of	the	primary	tumors	
were stained for HE (Table 8). Cut-off values for IHC in Studies I-IV were nuclear 
>10% staining positivity for ER, and PR, proliferation index (Ki-67) consisted of 
stepwise	grading	with	<10%	expression	as	0,	10-30%	as	1,	30-50%	as	2,	and	>	50%	
as	3,	except	in	Study	III	where	luminal	subtype	A	≤14%	and	B	>14%	was	chosen	
and Study IV with Ki-67 >1% positive. For this, Ki-67 was counted at the tumor 
periphery in 400 cells. Luminal B cases were all HER-2-negative.
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The original stainings for diagnostic purposes for ER, PR, Ki-67, and HER-2 in 
Studies I-IV were performed in HUSLAB, Pathology Laboratory, Helsinki, Finland.  
Slides from the original intraoperative FS analysis were reviewed for measurement 
of SN metastasis size and for approximating the possibility of sizing in the third 
dimension. Dealing with the original slides meant that several cases had to be 
excluded	due	to	incomplete	slide	material.	For	some	cases,	paraffin	blocks	were	
unavailable for further studies. Further cases were cut through in our process until 
the former metastasis was completely processed or sometimes detached during the 
staining process. This is the reason that case numbers were heavily reduced from 
the original number of cases at study beginning. For each case, there was always 
one touch preparation, 2 toluidine slides, the Cam 5.2 / CytoNel section and the 
final	HE	slides.		In	addition,	in	cases	where	the	SN	had	been	negative,	one	slide	with	
pancytokeratin AE1 / AE3 staining was reviewed. LVI in Study IV was evaluated 
in the HE sections only at the outer tumor border. 

Stainings	were	performed	on	formalin-fixed	paraffin-embedded	(FFPE)	tissue	
cut into 4 µm sections for the PTs and SNs in Studies I, II, and the CISH sections 
in Study II. For Study III, the SN slides were numbered from 1-5, stained in the 
order	1.	CXCR4,	2.	CCR7,	3.	Maspin,	and	4.	FOXP3.	The	fifth	slides	were	saved	in	
reserve. For staining details see Table 8.
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Table 8: Staining protocols for the immunohistochemistry in Studies I-IV  
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Table 8: Staining protocols for the immunohistochemistry in Studies I-IV   

 
Study Antigen Antibody kit Source Dilution Pre-treatment Cut-

off 
I, 
III,IV1) 

ER SP1 Ventana/Roche, 
Tucson,AZ, USA 

ready-
to-use 

 >1% 

II ER MM Ncl-ER-6F11 Novocastra, 
Newcastle, UK 

1:50 10 mM TRIS-
HCl 1mM EDTA 
(pH 9) 

>10% 

I, III, 
IV1) 

PR clone16 Leica Biosystems, 
Newcastle, UK 

1:50  >1% 

II PR MM PgR636 Dako Cytomation, 
Glostrup, 
Denmark(DK) 

1:100 10 mM TRIS-
HCl 1mM EDTA 
(pH 9) 

>10% 

I-IV1) Ki-67 M-7240 (MIB-1) Dako, Glostrup, DK 1:100 10 mM sodium 
citrate buffer 
(pH 6) 

>1%2) 

I,IV1) HER-2 CB11 Novocastra/ Leica, 
Newcastle, UK 

1:100  3) 

II1) HER-2 CB-11 Dako, Glostrup, DK 1:75 10 mM sodium 
citrate buffer 
(pH 6) 

>10% 

I,IV HER-2 
CISH 

ZytoDot SPEC ZytoVision GmbH, 
Bremerhafen, 
Germany 

ready-to 
-use 

 4) 

II1) HER-2 
CISH 

ID-301 Immunodiagnostics, 
Hämeenlinna Finland 

  4) 

I, II, 
III, IV1) 

AE1 / AE3 5) Cyto-Nel Ultrarapid, 
Immunodiagnostics, 
Hämeenlinna Finland 

ready-
to-use 

  

I-IV1) AE1 / AE3 M3515/PCK26 Dako, Glostrup, DK, 
and Ventana / 
Roche6) 

ready-
to-use 

  

I MTA-1 Dako Real Dako, Glostrup, DK 1:50 10 mM TRIS-
HCl 1mM EDTA 
(pH 9) 

>10% 

III CXCR4 MP LS-B2160 Enzo Life Sciences, 
Farmingdale, NY, 
USA 

1:1500 10 mM TRIS-
HCl 1mM EDTA 
(pH 9) 

7) 

III CCR7 MM 0067-9L11 Abcam, Cambridge, 
UK 

1:200 10 mM TRIS-
HCl 1mM EDTA 
(pH 9) 

8) 

III Maspin G167-70 BDPharMingen, 
Beckton Dickinson 
and Company , 
Franklin Lakes, NJ, 
USA 

1:1000 10 mM sodium 
citrate buffer 
(pH 6) 

>10% 

III FOXP3 PCH 101 Bioscience, San 
Diego, CA, USA 

1:1000 10 mM sodium 
citrate buffer 
(pH 6) 

>10% 

1) marked stainings reviewed from the routine laboratory slides of HUSLAB, Helsinki, Finland 

2) cut-off value for Ki-67 > 10% in Studies I, II, and > 1% in IV, only in Study III Ki-67 14% served for 
separation into subtypes A and B; luminal A ≤ 14%, and luminal B > 14% 

3) in > 10% tumor cells,  circumferential incomplete / weak-moderate membrane staining or complete <10% 
circumferential membrane staining (2+), and circumferential complete, intense membrane staining in >10%  
(Wolff et al. 2013) 

1) marked stainings reviewed from the routine laboratory slides of HUSLAB, Helsinki, Finland

2) cut-off value for Ki-67 > 10% in Studies I, II, and > 1% in IV, only in Study III Ki-67 14% served for separation 
into subtypes A and B; luminal A ≤ 14%, and luminal B > 14%
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3) in > 10% tumor cells,  circumferential incomplete / weak-moderate membrane staining or complete 
<10% circumferential membrane staining (2+), and circumferential complete, intense membrane staining 
in >10%  (Wolff et al. 2013)

4) ≥5 copies or more low amplified, > 10 copies or clusters high amplified (Study II)

5) cocktail of 4 mouse monoclonal antibodies for recognizing cytokeratin epitopes 4 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,10 ,13 ,18 ,19

6) during 2001 to 2009, AE1 / AE3 by Dako, dilution 1:100 (M3515), and since 2010 Ventana / Roche (PCK-
26) ready-to-use 

7) cytoplasmic CXCR4 expression > 50% (high positive), 25 to 50% (low positive), < 25% (negative), no 
nuclear expression 

8) cytoplasmic CCR7 observed > 50% (high positive), 25 to 50% (low positive), < 25% (negative), no 
nuclear expression 

Study III: Avidin-biotin complex (ABC) kits (Pk-6102, Pk-6103, and Pk-6104) by Vectastain, Vector 
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA

Study III: peroxidase / diaminobenzidine detection kit (DAKO, K5001)

4.2.4 HER-2 chromogenic in situ hybridization 

The HER-2 CISH or FISH technique investigates the number of copies of the 
HER-2	gene	in	a	cell.	For	interpretation	of	the	results,	FISH	needs	a	fluorescence	
microscope, but CISH can be analyzed with a normal light microscope. 

CISH	was	performed	for	all	65	cases	in	Study	II	on	4	μm	PT	and	SN	sections	
according	to	instructions.	The	method	included	preparing	the	slides	by	deparaffinizing	
and rehydrating, followed by heat pretreatment in a saline citrate buffer and pepsin-
digestion.	After	this,	the	slide	was	fixed	with	10%	formalin	and	by	dehydration	in	a	
decreasing alcohol series. The digoxigenine- labeled HER-2 probe was applied and 
sealed,	denatured,	and	finally	the	slides	were	incubated	at	37°	C	overnight	for	the	
hybridization to take place. The next day, the slides were opened, and washed in 
80	C°	standard	saline	citrate	for	removal	of	unspecific	bound	probe.	Thereafter,	the	
slides were processed with anti-digoxigenine, bridging antibody, and horse-radish 
polymer	to	label	the	bound	probe	for	detection,	and	finally	with	DAB	to	visualize	
the	amplified	signals.	The	nuclei	were	counterstained	with	Mayer´s	hematoxylin,	
and counted under a light microscope with a 40x lens. Signals in the corresponding 
SN	metastasis	were	compared	with	the	signals	in	the	PT.	The	definition	applied	for	
low	amplification	in	chromogenic	hybridization	was	5-10	signals	per	cell,	and	for	
high	amplification	over	10	signals	per	cell	or	a	cluster	of	signals	(Hanna	et	al.	2006).	
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4.2.5 Statistical analysis

4.2.5.1 Statistics in Studies I-III

In Studies I and II, the case numbers were so small that only descriptive statistics 
SPSS were used, including mean and range, median, and minimum / maximum.  In 
Study I, the Chi-square test compared the impact of biopsy methods on prevalence 
of	micrometastases	 and	 ITCs,	 and	 a	 two-tailed	p-value	<0.05	was	 considered	
statistically	significant.	In	Study	III,	 the	Chi-square	test	compared	the	different	
characteristics	 between	 the	PTs	 and	SN-metastases,	 and	 a	 p-value	<0.05	was	
considered	significant.

4.2.5.2 Nomogram construction (Study IV)

The basis for the nomogram in Study IV is a univariate analysis of factors associated 
with NSN metastases in the 484 patients. The Chi-square test for categorical 
variables and the Mann-Whitney U-test for continuous variables were applied. All 
variables	with	p-value	<0.15	were	chosen	for	binary	logistic	multivariate	analysis	
by the stepwise backward method. From this multivariate analysis, only variables 
with	a	p-value	<0.05	were	considered	statistically	significant,	and	adopted	into	the	
final	predictive	model	of	logistic	regression	equation	for	the	51	validation	cases.	

Discrimination of the model was assessed by using area under the curve (AUC) 
of the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC). Calibration was evaluated by 
the	Hosmer-Lemeshow	goodness-of-fit	test.	A	predicted	probability	of	10%	was	
set	as	the	cut-off	value	for	defining	the	clinical	low-risk	group	for	additional	NSN	
metastases.	Further	specificity	and	sensitivity	of	 the	model	were	determined	to	
create the ROC curve. The values were then calculated to create ROC and AUC, 
and	completed	by	calculating	the	sensitivity,	the	specificity,	and	the	rate	of	false-
negative cases. P denotes the probability of NSN metastases in the equation below.
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5 RESULTS

5.1 STUDY I: REVIEW OF METASTASES, MORPHOMETRY   
 AND IMPACT OF BIOPSY METHOD ON ISOLATED  
 TUMOR CELLS 

5.1.1 False-negative sentinel node metastases

In Study I, 473 BC cases with synchronous SNs were reviewed, including 400 
cases without metastasis (N0) and 73 with ITC, according to the original 
interpretation. Seven (1.7% of cases) false-negative cases emerged from this, 
consisting of 3 micrometastases and 4 ITC, all found in permanent section. Five 
false -negative cases were sinusoidal, one intracapsular, and one interfollicularily 
sinusoidal. A desmoplastic stromal reaction appeared in three micrometastases, 
but	all	three	already	measured	over	0.2	mm,	and	were	thereby	already	classified	as	
micrometastases. The median size of the deposit was 0.2 mm (range 0.05-1.5 mm). 

5.1.2 False-positive sentinel node metastases

Of 73 ITCs, 4 (5%) were false-positive. Of the 4 false-positive cases, 2 presented 
cytological characteristics applying to macrophages, with abundant cytoplasm and 
lighter, granular cytoplasmic cytokeratin staining interpreted as keratin debris, 
when compared to the control. The third case represented a dendritic reticulum 
cell showing abundant cytoplasm with concave nuclei and longer, darker-stained 
dendritic processes. The fourth case showed no detectable metastatic cells, and 
the PT represented DCIS. In addition, 5 cases originally diagnosed as ITC were 
reclassified	as	micrometastases.

5.1.3 Reclassification of isolated tumor cells  

Five true-positive cases originally interpreted as ITC were reclassified as 
micrometastases on the basis of their size and the principles of the interpretation 
of discontinuous foci. Three false-negative cases, each exceeding 0.2 mm in length 
and even presenting with a desmoplastic stromal reaction, were also upstaged to 
micrometastases.  

The median size of the foci was 1 mm (range 0.25-1.75 mm) in these 8 
micrometastases, and 0.1 mm (range 0.015-0.2 mm) in the 68 ITCs, after subtraction 
of 5 false-positive cases from 73 original ITCs. The samples all represented cases 
in which the distinction between ITCs and micrometastasis had to be made based 
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on the interpretation of dispersed foci, in which the foci were extended on several 
planes along the perpendicular axis of the node. 

5.1.4 Morphometric analysis of the sentinel node metastases

Morphometric comparison of PT sections and the SN metastases, and cytological 
analysis of the atypia in PT and SN revealed no differences in the size or form of 
the cells and nuclei, or their hyperchromasia or other chromatin characteristics. 
No mitoses were detectable in the metastatic foci in any of the 8 micrometastases 
or 68 ITCs. 

Median nuclear size in 8 micrometastases was 2.7 (range 2-4) µm, and 2.8 (range 
2-4) µm in the 68 ITCs. Regarding the PTs, the median nuclear size in the PTs with 
micrometastasis was 2.8 µm, and median nuclear size in the PTs with ITCs was 
2.9 µm. LVI in the PT was detectable in 4 of the cases (14%) with micrometastases 
and in 4 of the cases with ITC (7%).

5.1.5 Impact of biopsy method on prevalence of isolated tumor cells 

There were 231 cases with FNAC performed, and 209 cases with CNB. In 24 cases, 
a surgical biopsy had been performed. In 9 cases the biopsy had been performed in 
another institution, so documentation on the exact method of biopsy was missing. 
After surgical biopsy, of 4/24 were ITCs (16%), after CNB 28/ 209 ITCs (13%), after 
FNAC 36 / 231 (15%) ITCs, (p= 0.859). 

5.1.6 Metastasis tumor antigen-1 expression in primary tumors and  
 in sentinel node metastases 

Study I originally included randomly chosen 25 macro- and 25 micrometastases, 
and the 68 ITCs from the review, but results for 95 cases were obtained for the PTs, 
but for only 37 metastases. In Study I, 95 PTs stained for MTA-1 included 21 cases 
with SN macrometastases, 22 cases with SN micrometastases, and 52 with SN ITCs. 
The metastases could successfully be stained for MTA-1 in 37 metastases, consisting 
of PTs with 18 SN macrometastases, 14 SN micrometastases, and 5 SN ITCs. The 
ITCs were small, and no metastatic cells remained for MTA-1 staining in 47 ITCs.

Of the PTs, 75% were nuclear positive for MTA-1. No cytoplasmic expression 
was evident. No differences in prognostic factors depending on metastasis size 
were detectable. MTA-1-positive and -negative cases did not differ as to prognostic 
factors such as patient age, tumor size, grade, or histologic type, or HR expression 
or HER-2 status (not published). Metastasis size did not differ between MTA-1-
positive and -negative cases (Table 9).
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Table 9: Positive (N=71) and negative MTA-1 (N=24) expression in the primary tumors according to prognostic 
factors
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Table 9: Positive (N=71) and negative MTA-1 (N=24) expression in the primary tumors according to 

prognostic factors 

 MTA-1-positive N (%) MTA-1-negative N (%) p 

Age<52 

Age≥52 

23 (32) 

48 (68) 

  4 (17) 

20 (83) 

p= 0.140 

Tumor size ≤30mm 

Tumor size >30mm 

47 (66) 

24 (34) 

10 (42) 

14 (58) 

p= 0.352 

SN Macrometastases  17 (24)   4 (16) p= 0.45 

SN Micrometastases 12 (16) 10 (42)  

SN ITC 42 (60) 10 (42)  

ERpos 

ERneg 

60 (84) 

11 (16) 

21 (87) 

  3 (13) 

p= 0.834 

MIB<30% 

MIB>30% 

41 (58) 

30 (42) 

12 (50) 

12 (50) 

p= 0.654 

HER-2-positive 

HER-2-negative 

36 (51) 

35 (49) 

16 (66) 

  8 (34) 

p= 0.560 

Grade 1 

Grade 2 

Grade 3 

17 (24) 

43 (60) 

11 (16) 

  8 (33) 

12 (50) 

  4 (17) 

p= 0.618 

LVI yes 

LVI no 

24 (33) 

47 (67) 

  5 (21) 

19 (79) 

p= 0.233 

 

The staining score sum consisting of intensity and percentage of positive cells, showed 

positive nuclear staining in 35 SN metastases, but 2 cases were negative. High expression 

was evident in 8 cases, and low-to-moderate in 27.  

Expression was higher in the metastasis than in the PT in 3 cases (7%), and a similar 

expression prevailed in 8 (21%).  Lower expression in the SN metastasis compared to the 

PT was observable in 26 (72%) metastases. Only nuclear MTA-1 expression was 

The staining score sum consisting of intensity and percentage of positive cells, showed positive nuclear 
staining in 35 SN metastases, but 2 cases were negative. High expression was evident in 8 cases, and 
low-to-moderate in 27. 

Expression was higher in the metastasis than in the PT in 3 cases (7%), and a similar expression prevailed in 
8 (21%).  Lower expression in the SN metastasis compared to the PT was observable in 26 (72%) metastases. 
Only nuclear MTA-1 expression was detectable in the metastasis. Benign breast epithelium adjacent to the 
PT was found in 58 cases. Of these 58, higher intensity than in the PT in appeared in 2 (4%), intensity was 
similar in 6 (10%), and in 50 (86%) lower than in the PT.
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5.2 STUDY II: CONCORDANCE OF ER, PR, AND HER-2  
 BETWEEN PRIMARY TUMORS AND SENTINEL NODE   
 METASTASES 

5.2.1 Concordance of ER and PR status between primary tumors  
 and sentinel node metastases

Of the 56 cases in Study II, twenty-nine (52%) PTs were ER- / PR-positive, 12 
(21%) were ER-positive / PR-negative, and 15 (27%) were ER- / PR-negative. The 
metastases were concordant in 69% in ER-positive / PR-positive cases, 75% were 
concordant in ER+ / PR- cases, and 73% concordant in ER-negative / PR-negative 
cases. 

At metastasis level, ER-gains occurred in 4 cases, and ER-losses in 3 cases. 
Changes in PR included 9 PR conversions from positive to negative. Figure 5 depicts 
a representative pair of PT, and metastasis in ER-, and PR-staining. 

Figure 5: Example of a positive primary tumor and metastasis in estrogen receptor and progesterone 
receptor staining  

A and C demonstrate ER in the PT, and metastasis (100x), B and D represent PR in the PT, and metastasis 
(200x). The length of the arrows in A and C represents 0.2 mm; and in B and D the arrow length is 0.1 mm.
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5.2.2 Concordance in HER-2 amplification between primary tumors  
 and sentinel node metastases

Three	metastases	 in	the	CISH-amplified	group	were	HER-2-negative	 in	the	SN	
metastasis,	all	macrometastases.	In	the	non-amplified	group,	one	micrometastasis	
showed	amplification	despite	a	non-amplified	PT.	Concordance	between	PTs	and	
their metastases was observable in 23 (90%) of the HER-2 CISH-positive cases, 
and	in	35	(97%)	of	the	HER-2-negative	cases.	The	high	amplifications	in	the	PTs	
were detectable also in 75% of the metastases. Divided by metastasis size, PTs and 
metastases were concordant in 12 / 18 (66%) in macrometastases (Figure 6), and 
in 100% in both micrometastases and ITCs. 

Figure 6: Example of an immunohistochemical HER-2 staining of the primary tumor (PT), the  HER-2 
chromogen in situ hybridization (CISH) of the same PT (B), and HER-2 CISH of the corresponding metastasis 
(D). One HER-2 CISH-negative example from a different tumor (C)

A represents an HER-2 strongly (3+) IHC positive PT (200x), B the same HER-2-CISH-positive tumor 
(400x). C represents an HER-2 CISH-negative PT (400x) for comparison, and D the corresponding HER-2 
CISH-positive metastasis (400x). Scale bar size in A is 0.1 mm, in B-D the scale bar is 0.03 mm. 
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5.2.3 Concordance of HER-2 and hormone receptors between 
primary tumors and sentinel node metastases

Concerning results for all three of the factors in Study II: results for HR, and for HER-
2 expression in both PTs and SN metastases can be presented in 56 pairs; (Table 
10). Of these 56 cases, concordant results were evident in 40 (71%), including 27 
macrometastases, 9 micrometastases, and 4 ITCs. None of the PT or SN metastasis 
cases was totally discordant for all 3 factors.

Table 10: Combined results of the primary tumors and sentinel node metastases in ER, PR, and HER-2 CISH

Results in the primary tumors (PT) in the upper half of the table, and metastases (MT) in the lower half. 
Cases are divided into HER-2-positive (left), and -negative columns (right).
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Table 10: Combined results of the primary tumors and sentinel node metastases  in ER, PR, and HER-2 

CISH 

Results in the primary tumors (PT) in the upper half of the table, and metastases (MT) in the lower half. 
Cases are divided into HER-2-positive (left), and -negative columns (right). 

          HER-2-positive               HER-2-negative  
PT          
HER-2  29     36   
 ER+PR+ ER+PR- ER-PR- ER-PR+  ER+PR- ER-PR- ER-PR+ ER-PR+ 
          
ER / PR 9 9 11 0  24 6 5 1 
          
MT           
          
HER-2                -positive      -negative                      -positive     -negative 
  23 6    1 35  
          
ER+PR+ 5 1 0 0  19 0 0 0 
ER+PR- 4 5 5 0  5 6 1 0 
ER-PR- 0 3 6 0  0 0 3 1 
ER-PR+ 0 0 0 0  0 0 1 0 

 

 

5.3. STUDY III: CXCR4, CCR7, MASPIN, AND FOXP3 IN PRIMARY 
TUMORS AND SENTINEL NODE METASTASES 

5.3.1 Impact of the luminal subtype on CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin, and FOXP3 

expression 

The 52 PTs and synchronous SN metastases included 14 ITCs, 16 micrometastases, and 

22 macrometastases. Using 14% Ki-67 expression as the cut-off value, 29 tumors (56%) 

represented the luminal A subtype and 23 (44%) luminal B. Patients with luminal A type 

cancer were significantly older than those with luminal B type, (p= 0.018). All 9 tumors 

representing grade 3 were of luminal B subtype (p= 0.001), but the tendency toward larger 

tumors of the luminal B subtype was non-significant (p= 0.063). CXCR4-positive PTs 

appeared in 54% of the tumors, high expression in 65% of luminal A tumors and 35% in 

5.3 STUDY III: CXCR4, CCR7, MASPIN, AND FOXP3 IN    
PRIMARY TUMORS AND SENTINEL NODE METASTASES

5.3.1 Impact of the luminal subtype on CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin,  
 and FOXP3 expression

The 52 PTs and synchronous SN metastases included 14 ITCs, 16 micrometastases, 
and 22 macrometastases. Using 14% Ki-67 expression as the cut-off value, 29 tumors 
(56%) represented the luminal A subtype and 23 (44%) luminal B. Patients with 
luminal	A	type	cancer	were	significantly	older	than	those	with	luminal	B	type,	(p=	
0.018). All 9 tumors representing grade 3 were of luminal B subtype (p= 0.001), 
but	the	tendency	toward	larger	tumors	of	the	luminal	B	subtype	was	non-significant	
(p= 0.063). CXCR4-positive PTs appeared in 54% of the tumors, high expression 
in 65% of luminal A tumors and 35% in luminal B tumors. Luminal B tumors more 
often had lower CXCR4 expression than did luminal A tumors (p= 0.053). 
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Luminal	B	tumors	showed	significantly	more	often	positive	CCR7	expression	
(65%) than did luminal A tumors with 35% (p= 0.007). 

In 59% of Maspin-positive cases, the PT represented luminal A, and in 41% the 
luminal B subtype. Only three Maspin-positive PTs (13%) had a Maspin-positive 
metastasis, and all of these represented luminal type B tumors (p = 0.025).

FOXP3-positive cases represented 46% of luminal A tumors, and 54% of B 
tumors,	with	 a	non-significant	 tendency	 toward	FOXP3-negative	PTs	 to	be	 of	
luminal A subtype rather than of luminal B subtype (p= 0.063). 

5.3.2 Impact of metastasis size on CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin and FOXP3  
 expression

No difference appeared either in prognostic factors between the different-sized 
metastases (Table 11), nor in their expression of CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin or FOXP3. 
No differences emerged in the intensity of staining or in the subcellular location of 
the	expression	between	metastases	of	different	sizes,	nor	any	significant	differences	
related to the size of the metastasis (p= 0.127).	 No	 significant	 difference	 in	
conventional prognostic factors appeared in CXCR4-positive and -negative PTs, 
nor in CCR7, Maspin, or FOXP3 in positive / negative PTs.
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Table 11: Clinicopathological prognostic factors among the 52 primary tumors with various-sized metastases

Patient age, tumor, and metastasis size on average with standard deviation, and range in parenthesis, as 
well as (%) of each feasible category in parenthesis
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Patient age, tumor, and metastasis size on average with standard deviation, and range in parenthesis, as 
well as (%) of each feasible category in parenthesis 

  
Macrometastases     
(n=22) 

            
Micrometastases 
           (n=16) 

       
 ITC 
(n=14) 

 
p 

Age mean ± SD 60.2 ± 10.9 (43-90)   53.9 ± 11.9 (32-78) 59.8 ± 11 (43-86) 0.318 

Tumor size (mm) 16 ± 6.8 (7-33) 17.9 ± 7.4 (8-31) 15.4 ± 5.4 (7-25) 0.642 

Metastasis size 
(mm)  

4.0 ± 2.4 (2.5-10) 1.4 ± 0.6 (0.3-2) 0.16 ± 0.03 (0.1-0.2) 0.127 

Histology 
Ductal carcinoma 
Lobular carcinoma 
Other 

 
    16 (73) 

                    2 
                    4 

 
13 (81) 

                 1 
                 2 

 
     12 (86) 
       1 
       1 

0.940 

 
Grade   
1 
2 
3 
 

 
    8 (36) 
   11 (50) 

                   3 (14) 

 
   7 (44) 
   6 (37) 

                 3 (19) 

 
       5 (36) 
       6 (43) 
       3 

0.934 

ER 
0 
1 
2 
3 

 
                   0 
                   0 
                   1 

  21 (95) 

 
                 0 
                 0 
                 1 

  15 (94) 

 
       0 
       0 
       1 
     13 (93) 

0.944 

PR 
0 
1 
2 
3                                 

 
                   1 
                   3 
                   5 

  13 (59) 

 
                 2 
                 2 
                 2 

  10 (62) 

 
       2 
       2 
       5 (36) 
       5 (36) 

0.677 

 
Luminal A  
 
Luminal B  

 
  13 (59) 

 
    9 (41) 

 
8 (50) 

 
8 (50) 

 
       8 (57) 
 
       6 (43) 

0.850 

 
 
LVI  
absent  
present  

 
 
                  
                 17 (77) 
                   5 (23) 

 
 
               
              11 (69) 
                5( 31) 

 
 
      
     10 (71) 
       4 (29) 

 
 

0.832 
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5.3.3 Expression of CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin, and FOXP3 in benign   
 epithelium 

Expression of CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin, and FOXP3 in benign epithelium was analyzed 
in benign ducts adjacent to the tumor (Table 12). As 18 tumors included no benign 
epithelium on the same slide, only 34 cases are reported. 

Table 12: Benign epithelium beneath the primary tumor in CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin, and FOXP3
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CCR7          (nuclear)  3    (9) 31  (91) 
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*Benign epithelium shown in FOXP3 was in 2 cases as cytoplasmic, and in 4 cases nuclear expression.  

5.3.4 Expression of tumor-suppressors Maspin and FOXP3 between  
 primary tumors and sentinel node metastases

Maspin was positive in 42% of the PTs, with cytoplasmic expression in 32%, and 
nuclear in 68% of the PTs. Of the metastases, 94 % were negative for Maspin. In 22 
Maspin-positive PTs, only 3 metastases were Maspin-positive (13%). This reduction 
in	Maspin	expression	in	the	metastases	was	significant	(p	=	0.012).	In	all	 three	
metastases, the expression was nuclear (see Table 13 and Figure 7). 

FOXP3-positive expression appeared in 67% PTs;  54% showed nuclear FOXP3 
expression, and 12% combined cytoplasmic and nuclear expression, while pure 
cytoplasmic expression appeared in 34%. Lymphovascular invasion occurred 
significantly	less	often	in	FOXP3-positive	cases	(p=	0.023).	A	significantly	higher	
proliferation was seen in FOXP3-positive tumors (p= 0.016). Of the metastases, 
68% expressed FOXP3. Expression in the nuclei was apparent in 62% of the cases, 
expression was combined nuclear and cytoplasmic in 15%, and in 23% of metastases 
the expression was cytoplasmic (see Table 13 and Figure 7). Concordance between 
PT and corresponding metastasis was evident in 66% cases (p= 0.025). 

5.3.5 Chemokine receptor CXCR4 and CCR7 expression between  
 primary tumors and sentinel node metastases

Cytoplasmic CXCR4 expression appeared in 54% of the PTs, and in 59% of the 
metastases; 75% percent stayed concordantly positive in the metastases, and this 
concordance	was	significant	(p=	0.006).	CXCR4	expression	intensity	was	stable	
between PTs, and metastases, with no clear enhancement or reduction in staining 
intensity. Some details are depicted in Table 13, and a representative example of 
CXCR4 expression in Figure 7.
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CXCR4	expression	also	correlated	significantly	with	CCR7	expression	(p=	0.043).	
However CXCR4 expression did not correlate with Maspin or FOXP3. Cytoplasmic 
CCR7 expression was evident in 44% of the PTs, and 46% of the metastases. In 74% 
of cases, the expression between PT and corresponding metastasis was concordant 
(p<	0.000).	CCR7	stained	as	more	positive	in	metastases	of	patients	over	52	years	
than in metastases of patients younger than 52, p=0.025 (Table 13), and for a 
representative example of CCR7 expression, see Figure 7.

Figure 7: A representative pair of a primary tumor and corresponding metastasis to demonstrate expression 
of CXCR4, CCR7, Maspin, and FOXP3

The picture series contains CXCR4 in PT (A, 100x) and metastasis (B, 100x), and CCR7 in PT (C, 200x) 
and metastasis (D, 400x). Maspin in the PT (E, 100x) and in the metastasis (F, 400x) and FOXP3 in the 
PT (G, 100x), and in the metastasis (H, 200x).
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Table 13: Comparison of CXCR4-, CCR7-, Maspin-, and FOXP3-positive primary tumor and positive / negative 
sentinel node metastases 

Results  for the PT, and positively and negatively expressed corresponding metastases. Clinicopathological 
characteristics, and correlations. 
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 Positive  PT 
 

 Positive 
METASTASES 

Negative 
METASTASES 

P 

   n (%) n (%)  
      
 CXCR4  (n=28)  CXCR4  CXCR4   
      
Luminal A 14  9   (43) 5 (71) 0.190 
Luminal B 14  12 (57) 2 (29)  
      
Macrometastases 15  9 (43) 6 (86) 0.127 
Micrometastases 8  7 (33) 1 (14)  
ITC 5  5 (24) 0 (0)  
      
Grade1 10  8 (38) 2 (29) 0.085 
Grade2 11  6 (29) 5 (71)  
Grade3 7  7 (33) 0  
      
 CCR7 (n=23)  CCR7  CCR7   
      
Luminal A 8  7   (41) 1 (17) 0.079 
Luminal B 15  10 (59) 5 (83)  
      
Macrometastases 13  11(64) 2 (32) 0.279 
Micrometastases 6  3 (18) 3 (50)  
ITC 4  3 (18) 1 (18)  
      
Age ≤52 years 7  3   (18) 4 (86) 0.025 
Age >52 years 16  14 (82) 2 (42)  
      
 Maspin (n=22)  Maspin  Maspin  
      
Luminal A 13  0 13 (68) 0.025 
Luminal B 9  3 (100) 6   (32)  
      
Macrometastases 8  2 (67) 6 (32) 0.445 
Micrometastases 10  1 (33) 9 (47)  
ITC 4  0 4 (21)  
      
 FOXP3 (n=35)   FOXP3   
      
Luminal A 16  8   (35) 7 (64)1) 0.113 
Luminal B 19  15 (65) 4 (36)  
      
Macrometastases 18  11 (48) 7 (64) 0.389 
Micrometastases 8  6   (30)1) 1 (9)  
ITC 9  5   (22) 4 (27)  
      
      

1) one luminal A metastasis excluded due to unsuccessful FOXP3 staining procedure (n=15), not n=16 1) one luminal A metastasis excluded due to unsuccessful FOXP3 staining procedure (n=15), not n=16
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5.4 STUDY IV: NOMOGRAM FOR NONSENTINEL NODE  
 METASTASES IN PATIENTS WITH SENTINEL NODE   
 MICROMETASTASES AND ISOLATED TUMOR CELLS

5.4.1 Study population for the nomogram 

The 484 BC patients who underwent SN biopsy and ALND in our BC unit from 
September 2003 to January 2011 were included in Study IV. All patients from 
this time-period with complete ALND were included, and only those with SN 
micrometastases (n= 278), and SN ITCs (n= 206). Of all these patients, 35 had 
further NSN metastases (7.2%). NSN metastases were diagnosed in 23 patients 
with SN micrometastasis (9%), and 12 with SN ITCs (6.2%). 

Table 14 shows a univariate comparison of conventional prognostic factors 
between	patients	with	and	without	NSN	metastases.	All	variables	with	a	p<	0.15	
difference between clinical parameters including tumor diameter, tumor location, 
tumor multifocality, and LVI were chosen for multivariate analysis, and only tumor 
size	and	multifocality	were	statistically	significant	(p<	0.05),	and	were	adopted	into	
the	final	predictive	model	of	logistic	variation.	Later	the	model	was	tested	with	51	
validation patients. 

Finally the AUC for the model was calculated to be good (AUC= 0.682) for the 
whole series, and for the validation series very good (AUC= 0.791). The Hosmer-
Lemeshow	goodness-of-fit	test	calculated	the	p-value	to	be	0.452.	For	an	estimated	
probability for NSN metastases of 10%, the model showed a sensitivity of 38.2%, 
and	specificity	of	85.7%.	The	predicted	risk	for	NSN	metastases	was	lower	than	
10% in 84.1% of our patients. For an estimated risk of 15% for NSN metastases, the 
sensitivity	was	14.7%,	and	the	specificity	96.4%.	Almost	all,	95.6%,	of	the	patients	
had a predicted risk for NSN metastases lower than 15%.
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Table 14: Comparison of characteristics between 35 patients with, and 449 without nonsentinel node 
metastases

The p-value represents univariate comparison of patients with and without additional metastases in ALND. 
Characteristics are added up for all 484 patients in the right column

90 
 

  NSN metastases  
n= 35 (%) 

 No NSN metastases  
n= 449, (%) 

All Patients 
N= 484, (%) 

p 

Age (years) mean (range) 58 (37-83) 59 (30-95) 59 (30-95) 
 

0.726 

Tumor size (mm), mean 
(range) 

26 (3-120) 18 (2-140) 18 (2-140) 0.057 

 
    

SN Metastasis Size n (%)     
Isolated Tumor Cells 
Micrometastasis 

12 (34) 
23 (66) 

194 (43) 
255 (57) 

206 (42) 
278 (58) 

0.304 

 
PT Multifocality  

    

No  
Yes  

25 (71) 377 (84) 402 (83) 0.018 
10 (29) 72 (16) 82 (17)  

 
LVI 

    

No  
Yes  

22 (62) 344 (77) 366 (76) 0.397 
12 (28) 105 (23) 117 (24)  

 
ER Status cut-off value 10% 

    

Negative   
Positive  

5 (14) 44 (10) 49 (10) 0.874 
30 (86) 405 (90) 435 (90)  

 
PR Status cut-off value 10% 

    

Negative  
Positive  

10 (29) 134 (30) 144 (30) 0.415 
25 (71) 315 (70) 340 (70)  

 
Ki-67 Status cut-off value 1% 

    

Negative  
Positive  

3 (8) 60 (13) 63 (13) 0.252 
32 (92) 388 (87) 420 (87)  

 
HER-2 Status 

    

Negative  
Positive  

32 (93) 370 (82) 402 (87) 0.742 
2 (7) 53 (28) 55 (13)  

     
Histological Grade 
Grade I-II  
Grade III  

    
25 (71) 
10 (29) 

308 (68) 
140 (32) 

330 (69) 
154 (31) 

0.418 

     
Histology of the Breast 
Tumor 
Ductal Carcinoma  

    
19 (54) 290 (64) 309 (64) 0.064 

Lobular Carcinoma  9 (26) 80 (19) 89 (19)  
Any Other Histology  7 (20) 79 (17) 86 (17)  
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5.4.2 Binary logistic regression model

In the backward stepwise logistic regression analysis, tumor diameter (p= 0.002), 
and	tumor	multifocality	(p=	0.039)	showed	a	significant	difference	between	cases	
with and without NSN metastases in ALND. Odds ratio (OR) for tumor diameter 
was 1.032 (95% CI 1.012-1.052), and OR for tumor multifocality was 2.299 (95% 
CI	1.044-5.064).	However,	for	LVI	this	difference	was	non-significant	(p=	0.249).	

5.4.3 Nomogram presenting an estimation tool for 10% risk for   
 nonsentinel node metastases

Two different nomogram schemes exist depending on whether the patient has a 
unifocal or multifocal tumor. For use of the table, see Table 15.

Table 15: Nomogram to predict nonsentinel node metastases by tumor size in mm separately for unifocal, 
and multifocal tumors  

The nomogram is applied by first selecting the upper bar for unifocal or the lower bar for multifocal tumors, 
then choosing the respective tumor diameter in mm from the line with the green boxes, and then reading 
the risk for additional metastases in % from the line below.  This means, for example, that a unifocal tumor 
of 10 -mm size has a predicted risk for additional metastases of 4.3%, or a multifocal tumor, with the largest 
tumor measuring 15 mm a risk for additional metastases of 10.7%. This probability for NSN metastases can 
be considered so low that ALND can be omitted in such a tumor with SN micrometastases or SN ITCs. 
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Unifocal Tumor 
In bright green, tumor size in mm, in the row below, the risk for additional metastases 
 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.1 5.4 5.7 6.6 7.6 8.8 10.1 11.6 13.3 15.2 17.3 
 

 
Multifocal Tumor 
In bright green, tumor size in mm, in the row below, risk for additional metastases. Tumor size means here 
the maximum diameter of the largest tumor focus 
 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

 7 7.4 7.8 8.3 8.8 9.3 9.8 10.4 11 11.6 12.2 14 16 18.2 20.6 23.3 26.1 29.2 32.5 

 

 

In conclusion, these results indicate that ITC and micrometastases do represent malignant 

cells, because morphometric atypia was present, mirroring the atypia in the PTs. The 

overall relevance of MTA-1 expression in estimating metastases remains unclear, 

however, because the concordance between PT and metastasis even in macrometastasis 

was unreliable. No overall difference in MTA-1 expression emerged between 

macrometastases and micrometastases, and ITCs. The ITC frequency was not elevated 

by performance of a needling procedure or a surgical biopsy. 

HER-2 amplification should not occur in benign cells; if such an amplification occurs, it 

implies that these cells are malignant. Furthermore, HR expression in ITCs and 

micrometastases was similarly concordant among different-sized metastases, and 

expression in PTs and metastases was constantly higher than in benign epithelium.  

Expression of the chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CCR7 was similar in PTs, and in 

macrometastases, micrometastases and ITCs, indicating that these are metastatic 

malignant cells. The benign epithelium adjacent to the tumor expressed the chemokines 

less than did the PTs or the metastases. With Maspin, the expression pointed to a benign 

character, and FOXP3 lacks comparable studies concerning the subcellular location of its 

In conclusion, these results indicate that ITC and micrometastases do represent 
malignant cells, because morphometric atypia was present, mirroring the atypia in 
the PTs. The overall relevance of MTA-1 expression in estimating metastases remains 
unclear, however, because the concordance between PT and metastasis even in 
macrometastasis was unreliable. No overall difference in MTA-1 expression emerged 
between macrometastases and micrometastases, and ITCs. The ITC frequency was 
not elevated by performance of a needling procedure or a surgical biopsy.

HER-2	amplification	should	not	occur	in	benign	cells;	if	such	an	amplification	
occurs, it implies that these cells are malignant. Furthermore, HR expression 
in ITCs and micrometastases was similarly concordant among different-sized 
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metastases, and expression in PTs and metastases was constantly higher than in 
benign epithelium. 

Expression of the chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CCR7 was similar in PTs, 
and in macrometastases, micrometastases and ITCs, indicating that these are 
metastatic malignant cells. The benign epithelium adjacent to the tumor expressed 
the chemokines less than did the PTs or the metastases. With Maspin, the expression 
pointed to a benign character, and FOXP3 lacks comparable studies concerning 
the subcellular location of its expression in tumor cells. Both Maspin and FOXP3 
were stained equally among different-sized metastases.

The risk for NSN metastases in 484 ITCs and micrometastases was 7.2%, a 
figure	close	to	the	risk	for	false-negative	results	in	SNB,	and	pointing	to	a	patient	
group with a rather favorable outcome. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 TECHNICAL DETAILS RELATED TO THE COMPARISON OF  
 PRIMARY TUMORS AND ISOLATED TUMOR CELLS TO   
 LARGER SENTINEL NODE METASTASES

Samples of SNBs and PTs in Studies I, II, and III originate in the archives of an 
accredited	pathology	laboratory	with	standardized	formalin-fixation	times	for	both	
freshly	delivered	PTs	and	SN	metastases.	These	unified	fixation	conditions	should	
be	reflected	in	IHC	expression	(Ieni	et	al.	2014).	These	clinical	diagnostic	samples	
were primarily frozen in liquid nitrogen according to our SN protocol; a resultant 
freezing-artefact can therefore not be excluded, possibly having some impact on 
tissue integration and staining homogeneity (Cserni et al. 2014). 

Studies I, II, and III utilized only whole-tumor sections to reduce sampling error, 
because tissue microarrays (TMAs) are criticized for their possibly higher sampling 
error (Ieni et al. 2014). Technically, ITC does not apply to TMA methodology, as the 
positioning of a punching needle for TMA would only rarely exactly hit the targeted 
ITC focus, but rather tissue beneath or beside it. Loss of metastatic tissue by TMA 
can thus be expected to be even higher than for whole sections.  Due to their small 
size, further serial sectioning of SN micrometastases and ITC inevitably leads to foci 
cut through by serial sectioning. This probably is the major reason why comparable 
studies with this kind of material are seldom performed. A report on staining 40 
cases with ITCs with cyclin D1 and p53, retrieved results in only 16 cases (40%) for 
both stainings (van Deurzen et al. 2009).

Concerning tumor heterogeneity in analysis of HR- and HER-2 expression by 
TMA,	90-97%	comparable	results	were	achieved	first	after	cutting	of	4-5	cores	/	
tumor (Henriksen et al. 2007, Graham et al. 2008). Small foci like the ITCs include 
insufficient	tissue	for	this.	Larger	metastases	were	thus	chosen	for	comparison,	
possibly representing a more invasive clone, though metastasising through the 
lymphatic pathway. Immunohistochemical analyses of HR expression show variation 
between laboratories (Bueno-de-Mesquita et al. 2010) and between investigators 
(Gown et al. 2008). Awareness of interlaboratory variability is underlined by 
laboratories´	regular	participation	in	external	proficiency	assessment	(Wolff	et	al.	
2013) by means of quality control rounds, like NordicQC and LabQuality. Differences 
between the center and periphery of a PT are explained by increased metabolic 
activity,	mitotic	activity,	or	delay	in	fixative-penetration	time	(Douglas-Jones	et	al.	
2001, Mann et al. 2005). 
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The impact of subjectivity can be reduced by automated image analysis 
technologies, but regardless of automated versus manual signal-counting and 
optimal	antibody	selection	/	fixation,	variable	results	occur	in	immunohistochemical	
Ki-67 analysis and have been explained by tumor heterogeneity (Harris et al. 2007).

One major issue under discussion is doubt as to the malignant nature of the ITCs. 
For comparisons of expression analyses between the PT and metastases in Studies 
I, II, and III, the factors chosen have been based on relevant expression differences 
between benign and malignant epithelia. Despite this, each factor ideally shows a 
progressive elevation / reduction in expression from benign to pre-neoplastic and 
malignant epithelium. 

Protein function is closely linked to subcellular location, and location can serve 
as an indicator of protein function (Liu et al. 2014a) related to proper positioning 
in the cell and assisting protein interaction (Liu et al. 2014b). It is also necessary 
to report the subcellular location of IHC expression, because expression may be 
organ-specific	(Jang	et	al.	2006),	as	in	MTA-1	and	Maspin.	

6.2 FALSE-NEGATIVE AND FALSE-POSITIVE SENTINEL NODE  
 METASTASES, RECLASSIFICATION OF ISOLATED TUMOR  
 CELLS, AND MORPHOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Study	I	underlines	the	subjective	difficulties	of	daily	clinical	practice	concerning	
the smallest micrometastases, ones with several discontinuous small foci, and cases 
with ITCs. Prolonged time consumption compared to original FS analysis, directed 
attention	 span,	 and	 other	 pathologist-dependent	 subjective	 factors	 influence	
detection rates of small metastatic foci (Bleiweiss et al. 2006). In the 400 cases of 
Study I, 7 false-negative interpretations (1.7%) were found, all in the permanent 
sections	from	paraffin-embedded	SNs.	No	extra	sections	or	stains	were	performed.	
SN metastases not initially found in toluidine FS but later revealing micrometastasis / 
ITC cases, were detectable in 1.6% of 250 cases in permanent sections by Sanguinetti 
et al (2014). Their study setting and results most closely resemble ours.

In the 73 SN ITC cases in Study I, 4 (5%) false-positive cases were found. 
Earlier	studies	aimed	at	finding	false-positive	cases	mostly	focused	on	phenomena	
similar to epithelial displacement or benign papillary-glandular inclusions (Bleiweiss 
et al. 2006, van Deurzen et al. 2009). Moore et al. 2004 investigated the impact of 
tumor manipulation on the occurrence of ITC, reporting cases found only by IHC. 
Whereas LVI, or tumor size and type, and location of the PT in the breast are usually 
connected with the occurrence of LN metastases, the occurrence of ITC in the SN 
was related only to the biopsy method. Moore et al. 2004 investigated the impact of 
tumor manipulation on the occurrence of ITC, reporting cases found only by IHC. 
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Misinterpretation of benign breast epithelial inclusions as metastases occurred in 
their study in 1.2% of 4016 cases (Moore et al. 2004).

Five true-positive cases originally interpreted as ITC were reclassified as 
micrometastases on the basis of size and on principles of the interpretation of 
discontinuous foci.  Almost all represented cases in which the foci were extended over 
several macrodissected planes or even only step sections of the same node at the same 
position, were oriented perpendicularly along the long axis of the node (see Figure 
4), though here, the light green metastasis is parenchymal, not sinusoidal. This 
situation is probably one of the most subjective and dependent on earlier familiarity 
with this type of metastasis, as this is not discussed in pathological guidelines. In 
biological material there exist various possibilities for the foci to be localized in the 
node, as there is no biological necessity for any kind of axial location in the sinus. 
Even repeated study of educational material on interpretation of complex cases 
did not reduce considerable interobserver variation (Cserni et al. 2004a), whereas 
guidelines normally focus on the most prevalent issues. 

The presence of atypia in PTs and in metastases were alike in Study I; concerning 
the prominence of nuclei, nuclear hyperchromasia, and vacuolization, the cell and 
nuclear size and form were identical, apart from some minor differences. Moore et al. 
2004	accepted	“IHC	only”	stained	SN	findings	as	metastatic	cells	by	morphological	
comparison of these cells with the primary tumor type. Epithelial cells released into 
tissue	by	any	kind	of	trauma	perform	their	healing	process	by	definition	through	
drainage to the corresponding SNs (Bleiweiss et al. 2006), primarily into their 
sinuses (Kakinuma et al. 2006). 

Measurement of the nuclear diameter is basically subjective. It is often 
completed by several redundant measures to reduce subjectivity. Measurement of 
perimeter and nuclear areas is applicable, as is inclusion of more objective methods, 
such as computer-assisted measurement (Dong et al. 2014). These were not regarded 
in Study I. Nuclear size in the SN metastasis showed a tendency toward smaller 
nuclei than in the PT. Median nuclear size was 2.4-2.8 µm in metastases, whereas 
in PT, the nuclei were 2.8-2.9 µm. In a comparable study by van Deurzen et al. 
(2009),	nuclear	size	was	significantly	smaller	in	ITCs	than	in	PTs,	unlike	the	more	
equal nuclear size in cases with micro-  macrometastases. They applied computer 
technology for measurement. Basically, malignant nuclei are expected to be larger 
than benign ones (Narasimha et al. 2013), as several processes linked to nucleo-
cytoplasmic transport, and structural components in nuclei and post-mitotic nuclear 
assembly impact nuclear size (Mommers et al. 2001, Jevtic et al. 2014). Nuclear 
architecture is further involved in gene-expression regulation, and chromatin 
organization,	even	in	changes	in	histone	modification	(Li	et	al.	2011).	

No mitoses were seen in Study I. Mitotic activity should be very high to become 
evident in ITCs, as the small size of the foci clearly reduces their prevalence (Bleiweiss 
et al. 2006, van Deurzen et al. 2009). 
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6.2.1 Impact of biopsy method on isolated tumor cell prevalence

Diagnostic preoperative procedures are associated with the tumor-cell 
dislocation occurring in 20-30% of surgical specimens (Tardivon et al. 2002, Liebens 
et al. 2009). In Study I, no association appeared between PT biopsy method and 
prevalence of ITCs. Several studies have shown	a	significantly	higher	 incidence	
of IHC-positive cells only in surgical biopsy (Moore et al. 2004, Newman et al. 
2006,	Tvedskov	et	al.	2012).	Reasons	for	these	findings	might	be	small	tumor	size,	
with more frequent diagnostic failure in percutaneous needle biopsy, leading to 
more frequent surgical biopsies. In smaller node- positive tumors the metastases 
are also smaller, while larger node-positive tumors are usually associated with 
macrometastases. Tvedskov et al. (2012) remarked in their Danish multicentre-
study that information on the diagnostic needling procedures was lacking. On the 
other	hand,	in	two	studies,	the	likelihood	of	finding	IHC-only	positive	cases	was	
unrelated to tumor size and -grade when compared with HE-detected metastases 
(Moore et al. 2004, Newman et al. 2006). Therefore, the Newman group suggests 
the artefactual origin of small metastases.

No impact of biopsy method emerged in other studies concerning larger 
metastases detected in HE sections (Moore et al. 2004, Peters-Engl et al. 2004, 
Newman et al. 2006, Meattini et al. 2014b). According to Hansen et al. (2004) no 
clear difference appeared among biopsy methods related to metastasis size, but 
tumors diagnosed by FNAC were associated with HE-detected metastases, unlike 
smaller IHC-only-detected metastases (Hansen et al. 2004). Accordingly, tumors 
were	significantly	larger	in	the	FNAC	group,	compared	to	surgically	biopsied	tumors	
(Hansen et al. 2004). 

Serial sections were cut in some of the studies (Hansen et al. 2004, Newman 
et al. 2006), in part even frozen sections (Moore et al. 2004), and in HE-negative 
cases,	mostly	IHC	was	performed	on	paraffin	material	(Hansen	et	al.	2004,	Newman	
et al. 2006). In their large study, the Tvedskov group did not report on details 
concerning the histopathological method of SN assessment (Tvedskov et al. 2012). 

LVI has been reported to indicate risk for metastases in some studies (Moore et 
al. 2004, Meattini et al. 2014b), but in others not (Hansen et al 2004, Peters-Engl 
et al. 2004). In Study I, 14% of the cases with micrometastases and 7% with ITCs 
showed LVI, but no comparative analysis was performed with node-negative cases.

Lymph vessels were long believed to be more permeable and to provide access by 
passive drainage (Carter et al. 2000, Moore et al. 2004) in contrast to the invasive 
blood- borne metastases. The impact of regional LNs on dissemination of cancer 
cells has not throughly been investigated (Chambers et al. 2002, Nathanson et 
al. 2009). In preliminary investigations, not only lymphangioneogenesis in the 
tumor, but also lymphangiogenesis in the LNs seems to increase prior to metastatic 
tumor-cell arrival (Christiansen and Detmar et al. 2011), but these processes are 
still under investigation. 
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6.3 CONCORDANCE IN ER AND PR EXPRESSION AND HER-2  
 AMPLIFICATION BETWEEN PRIMARY TUMORS AND   
 SENTINEL NODE METASTASES 

Concerning only ER / PR status, the metastases in Study II were concordant with 
the PTs in 69% of ER+ / PR+ cases, 75% of ER+ / PR- cases, 73% of ER- / PR- cases. 
Concordance of ER and PR between PT and synchronous LN metastases is reported 
in 79-90% (Aitken et al. 2010, Falck et al. 2010, Jensen et al. 2012). Concerning ER 
changes in Study II ER gains appeared in 4 metastases and conversions to negative 
in 3 metastases. Conversion from HR-positive PT to HR-negative metastasis appears 
to be more usual (Hoefnagel et al. 2010, Chan et al. 2012), in line with the theory 
that metastases represent more aggressive clones than do the PTs. 

In Study II, changes in PR included 9 PR conversions from positive to negative. 
PR status has in earlier studies been less stable (Liedtke et al. 2009, Aitken et al. 
2010, Jensen et al. 2012), and probably is of minor therapeutic impact (Baretta et al. 
2015). Still, PR reduction can serve as an indicator of tumor aggressiveness (Cui et 
al. 2005). A study comparing bilateral synchronous and metachronous BCs showed 
discordance in HR expression to be an independent predictor of survival (Baretta 
et al.2015). Interestingly, HER-2 expression in the LN metastasis, but not in the 
PT, showed a trend toward prognostic difference for the 5-year DFS. The authors 
propose the HR conversion to be an indicator of early recurrence (Falck et al. 2010).

In Study II, concordance in HER-2 CISH-positive cases between PTs and their 
metastases was observable in 90% of HER-2-positive and 97% of HER-2-negative 
cases.	The	high	amplifications	seen	in	the	PTs	were	highly	conserved	in	75%	of	the	
metastases. In HER-2 expression, the concordance between PT and synchronous 
LN metastases is similar than in other studies, being 85-100% (Falck et al. 2010, 
Ieni et al. 2014). 

Regarding all the factors ER, PR, and HER-2 expression simultaneously, 
the overall concordance in Study II was lower (71%) than the concordance of each 
individual factor. Aitken et al. (2010) describe in a similar comparison of PTs and 
LN metastases with ER, PR, and HER-2 expression, a 39% discordance in at least 
one receptor; this implies a higher discordance, when all expressions are counted.

Amplification	status	of	HER-2	was	added	to	Study	II	to	provide	more	power	to	
the investigation of the malignant nature of ITCs, because benign displaced cells 
would	instead	not	show	amplified	HER-2	(Xu	et	al.	2002).	Only cases with 2-3+ 
IHC	and	HER-2	amplification	in	CISH	were	considered	positive,	and	HER-2	non-
amplified	cases	negative,	despite	2-3+	positivity	in	IHC.	This	represents	an	effort	to	
enhance accuracy, as extra chromosome 17 analysis was omitted (Chan et al. 2012, 
Ieni et al. 2014). Polysomy may explain discordance between HER-2 expression 
and	-amplification	(Nassar	et	al.	2014).	Polysomy	17	is	more	common	in	tumors	
overexpressing	HER-2	(3+)	without	amplification	(Nassar	et	al.	2014);	therefore	
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the	reduction	to	only	amplified	cases	also	overexpressing	HER-2	in	Study	II	seemed	
appropriate, and testing polysomy separately was not considered. Other numerical 
aberrations on chromosome 17 occur, as well as monosomy 17, indicating more 
aggressive disease. As a consequence of epigenetic / post-transcriptional events 
overexpression	of	HER-2	without	amplification	may	occur	even	more	often	(Nassar	
et al. 2014). 

In Study II the conversion	of	HER-2	amplification	from	negative	to	positive was 
analyzed in parallel in a cohort of 36 HER-2 CISH-negative cases. One conversion 
was	seen	to	low	HER-2	amplification	in	the	metastasis.	

The most plausible tumor biological common denominator, excluding these 
technical reasons, for these shifting phenomena is tumor heterogeneity. Tumors 
can be both phenotypically and genotypically heterogeneous. The clonal diversity 
in a whole tumor is explained by additional mutations during tumor development, 
originally starting from one single cell (Cairns et al. 2015). The expression of 
biomarkers varies intratumorally, which probably is mirroring real clonal diversity 
(Nassar et al. 2010); therefore, protein expression may vary as well.  Metastatic 
characteristics thus probably exist only in the most aggressive tumor subclones 
(Navin et al. 2011) again enhancing marker-expression diversity. In Study II, 
concordance divided by metastasis size was 66% in the macrometastases, 100% 
both in micrometastases and ITCs, but the impact regarding heterogeneity remains 
unclear. Micrometastases and ITCs may represent more homogenous metastases, 
if they had reached the SN by passive transport. Larger metastases may represent 
more advanced clones with more clonal diversity than invasive potential. We cannot 
make	any	definitive	suggestions	on	the	invasive	potential	of	micrometastases	and	
ITCs based on these studies, however.

Genetic changes accumulate further over the course of time (Simmons et al. 
2009, Aitken et al. 2010), explaining the higher tumor heterogeneity in distant, more 
often asynchronous metastases, as clonal selection power, inherent evolutionary 
processes, and therapies administered further modify the tumor genome.

6.4 EXPRESSION OF MTA-1, CXCR4, CCR7, MASPIN, AND   
 FOXP3 BETWEEN PRIMARY TUMORS AND SENTINEL  
 NODE METASTASES 

Metastasis tumor antigen-1 (MTA-1) is a transcription repressor and therefore 
its subcellular expression in BC has basically been nuclear (Toh et al. 1994, Nawa 
et al. 2000, Nagaraj et al. 2015). In Study I, only nuclear MTA-1 expression was 
apparent, applying to the chromatin interaction in transcription repression (Liu 
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et al. 2004). However, some reports have observed cytoplasmic MTA-1 staining 
(Mao et al. 2012). 

Primary tumors were MTA-1-positive in 80% of PTs with macrometastases, in 
45% with micrometastases, and in 84% with ITCs. The respective metastases were 
positive in 27%, 14%, and 20%. MTA-1 expression in the PT has been associated 
with higher LN positivity (Martin et al. 2006, Sharma et al. 2011, Cheng et al. 2012, 
Mao et al. 2012), though LN metastases themselves have not been stained with 
MTA-1 (Jang et al. 2006, Mao et al. 2012).

MTA-1 showed higher / similar nuclear expression in the metastasis than 
in the PTs in 12 (28%), and lower expression in 26 (72%) SN metastases. The 
outlying strongest expression in 2 micrometastases may represent artefacts. 
MTA-1 expression would be expected to be similar at least among SN macro- and 
micrometastases, as these are considered to represent true metastases, unlike ITCs.

In Study I, MTA-1 expression in adjacent benign epithelium was very much 
fainter than in the PT and became gradually less faint, when compared to expression 
in SN metastases. This applies also to other studies (Nawa et al. 2000, Nicolson et 
al. 2003, Mao et al. 2012). 

MTA-1 recruits histone deacetylases (HDAC) to repress ER-mediated 
transcription, in turn promoting a more aggressive ER-negative, antiestrogen-
resistant phenotype by ER-α gene methylation (Zhao et al. 2009) and enhanced 
angiogenesis (Moon et al. 2004). Of the Study I tumors, 85% were ER-positive and 
a rather unexpectedly high number of the BCs were also HER-2-positive (44%), 
though	analyzed	only	by	routine	IHC,	and	not	confirmed	by	ISH.		In terms of elevated 
aggressiveness of the MTA-1-expressing PTs in Study I, the MTA-1 -positive and 
-negative cases did not differ in patient age, tumor size, grade, HR expression, or 
HER-2 status. MTA-1 expression has been associated with younger age, and higher 
tumor grade (Cheng et al. 2012, Jang et al. 2006), higher tumor size (Mao et al. 
2012), and higher stage (Mao et al. 2012,), and loss of heterozygosity (LOH), and 
poorer prognosis (Martin et al. 2006). Jang et al. in 2006 found no associations 
between MTA-1 expression, and HR status or LN metastases. 

However, considering MTA-1 to be involved in the early metastatic events during 
cancer progression, like tumor cell invasion, angiogenesis, and invasion through 
several different pathways (Sen et al. 2014), MTA-1 is possibly not a major driver 
of tumor metastasis by itself but needs co-actors (Hofer et al. 2006). The results of 
Study I may mirror some residual aggressive PT characteristics of MTA-1 in local 
LN metastases.  

CXCR4 is	a	transmembrane	chemokine	receptor	influencing	BC	cell	proliferation,	
invasion, migration, and metastasis (Salvucci et al. 2006) with a progressive CXCR4 
enhancement in expression from benign to pre-invasive stages to invasive cancer 
(Salvucci et al. 2006). In the BCs in Study III, only cytoplasmic CXCR4 expression 
occurred. As a membrane receptor, the natural subcellular location for CXCR4 is 
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membranous, in BC mostly combined with membrane and cytoplasm (Kang et 
al. 2005, Shim et al. 2006, Liu et al. 2010).  Nuclear location of the membrane 
receptor CXCR4 has been criticized as not compatible with its function in cancer cell 
migration and homing (Fischer et al. 2008). However, nuclear expression has been 
observable in BCs without LN metastases (Su et al. 2006), without HR expression 
(Woo et al. 2008) and in HER-2-negative BC (Cabioglu et al. 2005). 

In Study III, we found no difference among CXCR4-positive / negative PTs as 
to prognostic factors. Divided by Ki-67 > 14% in subtypes A and B, high expression 
was evident in 65% of luminal A tumors and in 35% of luminal B tumors, also 
with	 significantly	 lower	 CXCR4	 expression	 in	 luminal	 B	 than	 in	 luminal	 A	
tumors. Expression of CXCR4 has been reportedly independent of traditional 
clinicopathological features (Kang et al. 2005, Yasuoka et al. 2008, Andre et al. 
2009, Zhang et al. 2014). 

In the PTs, CXCR4 expression correlated with the presence of axillary LN 
metastasis (Kato et al. 2003, Cabioglu et al. 2005, Kang et al. 2005, Yasuoka et 
al.	2008,	Liu	et	al.	2010).	Liu	et	al.	reported	for	the	first	time	a	non-significantly	
higher CXCR4 expression in the LN metastases than in BC PTs (Liu et al. 2010), 
but the size of the metastases was not reported. 

In Study III, the concordance of CXCR4-positive PT and metastasis was high and 
significant,	but	not	correlated	with	metastasis	size.	Earlier studies have reported a 
significantly	lower	expression	in	the	metastasis	(30%)	than	in	the	PTs	(60%),	but	
metastasis size was not mentioned (Shim et al. 2006). After migration to the LNs 
CXCR4 subcellular location changed from combined membranous / cytoplasmic 
to cytoplasmic (Shim et al. 2006).

Benign epithelium appeared in 18% of cytoplasmic CXCR4 expression, though it 
mainly	was	negative,	similar	to	findings	in	the	literature	(Kang	et	al.	2005,	Ramos	
et al. 2011). This may depend on the short distance between tumor and benign 
epithelia	on	each	slide,	possibly	reflecting	influence	from	tumor	microenvironment	
(Shim et al. 2006). 

Specific	analyses	of	luminal	subtypes	and	CXCR4	expression	are	few.	Zhang	et	
al. in 2012 stated that basal BC showed the highest CXCR4 expression and luminal 
A the lowest. According to Study III, no difference emerged between different-sized 
metastases, rather indicating these cells to be malignant instead of benign. 

CCR7 is a chemokine receptor whose ligands CCL19 and CCL21 are highly 
expressed in LNs. Tumor cells expressing CCR7 are guided according to their ligand 
concentration gradient like lymphocyte homing to the LNs. This is the basis for 
analysis of this factor in BC LN metastases of variable size in Study III. In IHC, 
only cytoplasmic CCR7-positivity was found in malignant epithelium; CCR7 was 
positive in 44% of the PTs and in 46% of the metastases. In 74% cases the expression 
between PTs and SN metastases was concordant. 
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Comparable CCR7 expression in LN metastases was reported earlier (Liu et 
al. 2010), but the size of the LN metastasis was not mentioned. Concordance 
was lower when PTs and distant metastases were compared by Cabioglu et al. 
(2009), but with no LNs included. Simultaneous expression of CXCR4 and CCR7 
in	BC	further	points	to	more	aggressive	disease	(Liu	et	al.	2010),	and	a	significant	
correlation of expression of CXCR4 and of CCR7 existed also in Study III. Further, 
there occurred no difference in CCR7 expression in ITCs, when compared to the 
macro- and micrometastases in Study III; in the light of CCR7 expression, no doubt 
exists as to their malignant nature. Benign epithelium showed only nuclear CCR7 
expression, though in the majority of cases it was negative (91%) comparable to 
previolusly reported low or absent expression (Kang et al. 2005).  

Study III showed higher CCR7 expression in luminal B tumors than in luminal 
A tumors; no earlier comparisons using Ki-67 for a division into luminal A and B 
is reported. Nor have we analyses of CCR7 expression in molecular BC subtypes, 
but earlier research shows behavior connected to a more aggressive phenotype with 
decreased survival in CCR7- expressing metastases (Liu et al. 2010). 

CCR7	stained	in	Study	III	significantly	more	positive	in	patients	aged	over	52	
years	compared	to	patients	under	52	years;	but	no	other	significant	differences	
in prognostic factors were present. CCR7 expression in the PT has also earlier 
been associated with LN positivity (Cabioglu et al. 2005), but CCR7 expression 
was unrelated to clinicopathological variables like age, stage, tumor size, or HR or 
HER-2 expression (Andre et al. 2006). It was not associated with OS or DFS (Andre 
et al. 2006), though contrary results also exist (Liu et al. 2010). 

The role of Maspin expression in BC is complex and its mechanisms of action 
still evolving. Maspin is reported to represent a gatekeeper of tumor progression, a 
suppressor of both tumor and metastasis (Beltran et al. 2011). On the other hand, 
Maspin relates to aggressive tumor characteristics like early relapse (Joensuu et al. 
2009), basal type BC subtype (Umekita et al. 2011) and to CT resistance (Triulzi et 
al. 2013). Maspin subcellular expression represents a key factor in divergent Maspin 
action, especially concerning its prognostic role in BC (Berardi et al. 2013) and IHC 
is well applicable for demonstrating this subcellular location. In Study III, the PT 
was Maspin-positive in 42% of cases and it stained cytoplasmic in 32% and nuclear 
in 68% of cases. Metastases were Maspin-negative in 94%, but all 3 Maspin-positive 
cases stained nuclear. All these cases represented luminal B tumors, but the reason 
for this remains unclear.  Maspin positivity was observable in 65% of the samples 
with benign epithelium, all cytoplasmic in subcellular location, again suggesting 
influence	by	the	microenvironment	(Shim	et	al.	2006).	Nuclear	expression	has	
been	reported	in	benign	epithelium,	but	without	any	figures	on	its	prevalence	(Zou	
et al. 1994, Sharma et al. 2011). 

Translocation of proteins into the nucleus by phosphorylation is a common 
phenomenon	(Machowska	et	al.	2014).	A	significant	reduction	has	occurred	 in	
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Maspin expression in hypermethylated (=silenced) Maspin promoter (Sharma et 
al.	2011),	and	this	is	significantly	associated	with	LN	positivity	in	BC	(Sharma	et	
al. 2011). High nuclear and cytoplasmic Maspin expression has occurred in the 
absence of promoter hypermethylation (Sharma et al. 2011), possibly leading to 
loss of its tumor-suppressor function (Triulzi et al. 2013). Maspin downregulation 
also has been connected with high risk for distant metastases (Maass et al. 2001). 

The luminal A subtype is an ER-positive BC subtype like the PTs in Study III, 
which showed 68% nuclear and 32% cytoplasmic Maspin expression. The metastases 
were negative in most cases (94%). Maass et al. (2001) showed that all LN metastases 
in their study were Maspin-negative. Epigenetic silencing of Maspin by methylation 
has been found in cell lines with normal-like, and luminal A-subtype BCs (Beltran 
et al. 2011). Maass et al. (2001) initially had shown Maspin downregulation to be 
associated with distant metastases in realtime polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). 
However, RT-PCR may erroneously include surrounding myoepithelial tissue, and 
inflammatory	cells	that	influence	their	Maspin	expression	results	(Lee	et	al.	2006),	
which underlines the importance of special techniques such as microdissection. 

Loss of Maspin may indicate an enhanced migratory phenotype, because Maspin 
re-expression in normal mammary epithelium seems to reduce cell migration 
(Vecchi et al. 2008). In the light of earlier research, results from Study III indicate 
that loss of Maspin in SN metastases probably represents tumor cells, including the 
ITC. No difference in expression occurred according to size of the SN metastases. 
Maspin negativity can be interpreted to represent silenced Maspin.

Studies on Maspin expression in local LNs are sparse, and therefore interpretation 
of the nuclear Maspin expression in the LNs of three PTs of luminal B subtype is 
difficult;	it	may	indicate	a	less	aggressive	phenotype,	in	line	with	nuclear	Maspin	as	
a tumor-suppressor. In this small sample size even artefactual Maspin expression 
cannot be excluded. 

FOXP3 represents a transcription factor with ample Treg-related data in BC, but 
regarding its expression in BC cells, the mechanism of action is evolving (Ladoire et 
al. 2011). FOXP3-positive expression was present in 67% PTs in Study III. Expression 
in the nuclei was apparent in 54%, whereas the expression was combined nuclear 
and cytoplasmic in 12%, and in 34% of metastases cytoplasmic. Benign epithelium 
was FOXP3-positive in 18% of the cases; subcellular location was cytoplasmic in 33% 
and nuclear in 67%.  Nuclear expression has been reported in benign epithelium, 
but	without	any	specification	as	to	its	prevalence	(Ladoire	et	al.	2011).

Research reports show associations of nuclear FOXP3 expression with more 
benign characteristics (Zhang et al. 2015), like smaller tumor size, lower stage, and 
negative HER-2 status, but no association with age or ER status. 

In Study III, LVI	was	significantly	 rarer	 in	FOXP3-expressing	 tumor	cases,	
whereas	a	significantly	higher	proliferation	was	connected	with	tumors	showing	
FOXP3	 expression.	 Significant	 concordance	 between	 PT	 and	 corresponding	
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metastasis appeared in 66% of cases, but no comparable studies on FOXP3 
expression between PT and metastases are available. 

The immunoenvironment of SNs is believed to be conditioned by the PT, and 
therefore exposed to soluble immunomodulating factors deriving from the PT, such 
as	TGF-β,	VEGF,	and	immunosuppressive	cytokines	(Gupta	et	al.	2011).	Metastatic	
SN foci were reported not to be FOXP3-positive, though the focus of the study was 
directed toward FOXP3 expression in T lymphocytes (Gupta et al. 2011). 

No comparable studies exist on the effect of molecular subtype on FOXP3 
expression in BC to date, but Study III revealed no detectable differences in 
subcellular FOXP3 expression in PTs or metastases, nor FOXP3 expression 
differences between SN metastases of variable sizes.

According to Merlo et al. (2009) the importance of FOXP3 expression in cancer 
cells lies possibly in its promotion of metastases rather than in its mediating immune 
evasion in contrast to FOXP3 expression in Tregs. FOXP3 expression possibly is 
connected to CXCR4 and CCR7 transcription (Merlo et al. 2009), as the transcription 
sites are closely connected (Zheng et al. 2007), and FOXP3 may enhance their 
potential to promote metastases (Merlo et al. 2009).

In epithelial cells, data on FOXP3 expression is still evolving, pointing to a poorer 
DFS and OS in ER-positive BCs (Lin et al. 2015) that could, in light of Study III 
findings,	possibly	be	further	distinguished	by	considering	its	proliferative	activity.

6.5 NOMOGRAM EVALUATING RISK FOR 10% NONSENTINEL  
 NODE METASTASES IN PATIENTS WITH SENTINEL NODE  
 MICROMETASTASES AND ISOLATED TUMOR CELLS

In patients with SN micrometastases and ITCs, the popular nomograms (van Zee et 
al. 2003, Pal et al. 2008), have performed suboptimally (Coutant et al. 2009).  These 
nomograms were focused on evaluating the risk for NSN metastases in patients 
with all sizes of SN metastases. There exist two French nomograms (Houvenaeghel 
et al. 2009, 2012), and a Danish nomogram (Tvedskov et al. 2012), and our Study 
IV with 484 patients focusing especially on NSN metastastes in patients with 
micrometastases and ITCs, all with completed ALND. The French nomogram 
included 909 cases with SN metastases ˂ 2 mm (Houvenaeghel et al. 2009). The 
Danish nomogram is based on nearly 2 300 patients, with 1 577 SN micrometastases 
and 304 SN ITCs (Tvedskov et al. 2012). The prevalence of NSN metastases in Study 
IV was a very low 7.2%, low even when compared to the other similar nomograms: 
NSN involvement was 12.5% in the French study (Houvenaeghel et al. 2009), and 
18% in SN micrometastases and 9% in SN ITCs in the Danish study (Tvedskov et 
al. 2012).  
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An important surrogate for metastasis size is the method of detection (van la 
Parra et al. 2009), which is included in the nomogram by Houvenaeghel et al. 
(2012). Our meticulous histopathologic protocol for SN analysis in Study IV raises 
the chance of detection of metastases, especially the smaller ones (van la Parra et al. 
2009). The nomogram by Tvedskov et al. included bivalving the LNs, then taking 
serial sections on two slides with a 500 µm distance, plus IHC in HE-negative cases, 
which	seems	relatively	limited	for	finding	small	SN	metastases.	The	SN	protocol	
by Houvenaeghel et al. (2009) included serial sectioning and IHC for HE-negative 
cases.	The	second	nomogram	in	2012	was	a	refinement	including	also	the	method	
of detection of the SN metastasis as variable (Houvenaeghel et al. 2012). The NSN 
rate in metastases detected only by IHC was 9.1%, lower than the 12.5% observed 
in their previous study. 

In Study IV, multivariate analysis showed only tumor size, and multifocality to 
be	the	only	statistically	significant	predictors	for	NSN	metastases,	and	were	thus	
included in the model. Predictive factors in multivariate analysis in the nomogram 
by Houvenaeghel et al. in 2009 were tumor size, micrometastasis detected by HE 
/ IHC, LVI, and mixed histological tumor type. In the Danish model, tumor size, 
proportion of positive SNs, LVI, and HR status, and location of the tumor in the 
upper lateral quadrant were associated with the risk for NSN metastases in patients 
with SN micrometastases and ITCs (Tvedskov et al. 2012).

Rather	unexpectedly,	LVI	failed	to	reach	significance	as	an	indicator	of	NSN	
metastases in multivariate analysis in Study IV, but it was very rigidly interpreted 
and based only on HE examination of one single tumor slide at the tumor periphery. 
LVI	was	present	in	24%	in	Study	IV,	which	is	comparable	to	figures	from	Gujam	et	al.	
(2014) reporting 28% with HE examination, and 35% with IHC D2-40. For diagnosis 
of	LVI	in	HE,	that	group´s	study	accepted	only	foci	with	a	visible	endothelial	lining	
around the foci (Gujam et al. 2014). For several reasons, evaluation of LVI based 
only	on	HE	staining	shows	significant	interobserver	variation	(van	den	Eynden	et	
al. 2006, Braun et al. 2007). Immunohistochemical staining of lymphatic endothelia 
(D2-40, LYVE-1) may provide support, but this is seldom applied in daily clinical 
work.	D2-40	compared	to	routine	HE	in	invasive	BCs	identified	20%	more	LVIs	
(Arnahout-Alkarain et al. 2007).  

Ouldamer et al. (2013) published an external validation of the nomogram 
constructed in Study IV, involving 187 patients with SN micrometastases and 
ITC. NSN metastases were observable in 6 (3.2%) patients. There were 5 NSN 
macrometastases,	and	one	NSN	micrometastasis	identified.	The	area	under	ROC	
was 0.72 [95%CI] 0.60-0.85, indicating a good discrimination in their validation 
series (Ouldamer et al. 2013). 

Estimated risk for NSN metastases was under 10% in 84% of our patients. This 
indicates that patients with SN micrometastases and ITCs represent a low-risk 
group for NSN metastases. Concerning patients with SN micrometastases with or 
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without ALND, the IBCSG 23-01 trial has shown no difference in 5-year DFS. The 
proportion of patients with NSN metastases was 13% in the ALND (Galimberti et al. 
2013).	The	findings	of	their	study	indicate	that	patients	with	SN	micrometastases	or	
ITCs	do	not	benefit	from	ALND,	reducing	the	need	for	nomograms	for	this	special	
group of patients.  

In	conclusion,	the	findings	discussed	here	indicate	that	ITC	and	micrometastases	
represent malignant cells. Using material that is freshly delivered to the laboratory 
and	formalin-fixed	for	a	standardized	time	fulfills	the	requirements	for	successful	
IHC analysis. The ITC presents a challenging focus for serial sectioning that inevitably 
leads to foci lost by cutting due to their small size. Comparisons between PT and 
SN metastases, as well as benign epithelium adjacent to the tumor, were chosen to 
reveal issues of tumor heterogeneity and to present the possibility for comparisons 
with other studies with tumor markers. Subcellular location was also chosen for 
enhancement of accurate comparison with other studies, but also because it is 
relevant	to	correct	protein	function.	HER-2	amplification	should	not	occur	in	benign	
cells;	therefore,	reproduction	of	the	amplification	in	the	metastases	further	implies	
that these cells are malignant.

On the other hand, the expression of factors promoting anoikis, like CXCR4 
and CCR7, may indicate increased survival capacity in the systemic circulation. 
Expression of factors like chemokine receptors have been analyzed in distant 
metastases, as these factors have been connected to more aggressive disease. 
Chemokine receptor expression has seldom been analyzed in LN metastases and 
in tumors with a relatively such a good prognosis, as the luminal BCs. The expression 
of CXCR4 in the SNs pointed, in these luminal tumors, to less aggressive features, 
which may relate to their good prognosis. CCR7 was more frequently expressed in 
the relatively more aggressive luminal B BCs; it has been connected merely with 
guidance of tumor cells to LNs, which may explain our staining results. MTA-1 
results could not be directly compared with those of other studies, as their MTA-1 
was not stained in LNs. Our Maspin expression pointed to a more benign character 
and FOXP3 lacks comparable studies concerning the subcellular location of its 
expression in tumor cells. 

The risk for NSN metastases in 484 ITC and micrometastases was 7.2%, placing 
it near the risk for false-negative results in SNB, again pointing to a patient group 
with a rather favorable outcome. 

The question concerning real invasive potential cannot be solved with these 
investigations. Absence of investigations of chromosome 17 polysomy, the lack 
of automated analysis of IHC, as well as limited possibilities to analyze tumor 
heterogeneity, subjectivity, and the  analysis only by IHC can limit the results. 

Only primary investigations exist regarding escape of cells from the LN sinus 
into the systemic circulation. Immunological surveillance may already destroy tumor 
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cells in the LN sinus, and in the blood circulation, even if access to the circulation 
were available. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS

1. There were 4 (5%) false-positive ITC cases, indicating that 95% of the ITC 
findings	were	cancer	cells.	Morphometric	comparison	of	PT	and	SN	ITC	
showed that ITCs represent malignant tumor cells, and not epithelial-cell 
displacement.	 Moreover,	 the	 occurrence	 of	 ITC	 was	 not	 influenced	 by		
preoperative biopsy method. 

2.		 Comparison	of	the	expression	of	HER-2	in	amplified,	and	non-amplified	PTs	
and their synchronous SN metastases showed a high concordance of ER, 
and HER-2 expression; in PR, concordance was slightly lower. No difference 
emerged between ITC and larger metastases, again showing these cells rather 
to	represent	malignant	cells,	including	three	ITC	with	highly	amplified	HER-2	
signals.

3.  Comparison of the chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CCR7 between the PTs 
and different SN metastases showed that according to expression of these 
chemokine receptors, ITCs seem to represent malignant cells similar to the 
larger metastases. Comparison of the tumor-suppressors MTA-1, Maspin, 
and FOXP3 between the PT and different SN metastases showed that MTA-
1 may not be ideal for the comparison of PTs and regional LNs.  Maspin 
expression demonstrated comparably benign characteristics for tumor cells 
not	primarily	associated	with	enhanced	aggressiveness,	but	findings	were	
analogous between ITC and larger metastases. In FOXP3, the interpretation 
is more complex, due to the unclear roles of subcellular FOXP3 expression 
in epithelial cells, but even here, no basic differences emerged between ITC 
and larger metastases.

4. Of patients with SN micrometastases and ITC, 7.2% had NSN metastases; 
of our patients with SN micrometastases and ITC, 84% exhibited a risk for 
NSN metastases of less than 10%.
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